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Break Up in President's Official Moorish Attack Repulsed Only Story That John R, Phillips,
Family Before National CamAfter the Ranks of the Fa- - a Wealthy Coal Dealer, Was
Prepaign Opens Freely
natpes Had been Decimated
Killed by a Burglar Don't Go
'
dicted in Washington,
Gun Fire,
With the Police,

Jtfih

Washington, Sept. 4. Administration men are discussing, almost under
their breaths, the threatening probability of an early breaking up of the
Roosevelt cabinet. The report la current that before the national, campaign opens several changes will occur In the president's advisory board,
unless something should happen unexpectedly to shift the present trend
of affairs.
While the president has let It be
known as directly as possible without
an official statement on his part, that
he prefers Secretary Taft for the presidency, and has tried to impress Taft's
availability upon his friends, it Is a
fact that onJy one member of the cabinet thus far has declared for Taft.
It is said, In fact, on good authority, that only two cabinet
members
really prefer Taft one being Secretary Garfield, of Ohio, Taft's own
state, and the other the free trade
democrat appointed by the liesident
to fill the position of secretary of the
department of commerce and labor,
when Oarfield became secretary of
the Interior. Taft's liberal tariff revision views are gratifying to many
other democrats, by the way, although
Taft has been advised to "hedge" on
his tariff declarations if he wishes to
gain the support of republican pro
tectionists.
As for the rest of the cabinet, various feelings of personal disappointment mingle with the belief that Taft
does not fill the bill and cannot gain
(he confidence and support of the
people.
Secretary Wilson, of the department
of agriculture, told a friend recently
that his long sojourn In the middle
and far west this summer had convinced him that Taft Is not the popular choice, while on the other hand,
he was surprised to find many Inquiries about Governor Hughes, of New
"York, by western republican.
politics," Carl
In
"Ingratitude
Schurz once said to Seth Low, when
mayor
Mr. Low was
of New York,
"Is ft positive virtue."
Whether all politicians would subscribo to that sentiment, It appears
to be a fact that it is not well to apply In spots. Kllhu Hoot, at different
times in the Roosevelt administration,
gained the belief that the president
would prefer him for his own successor in the White House.
The fact that George B. Corlelymi
Mr. Roosevelt's
believed he was
choice was known later last year.
wnen ran gained me preference in
presidential favor, these other two
cabinet members felt that the president was ungrateful and that, if he
were determined to pass over their
qualifications, the president should
have gone entirely outside his cabinet
for his candidate.
The very fact that the president favors Taft has been Indicated so plainly, friends of the other cabinet members say, has had an unfavorable effect- on the prestige and the standing
of Taft's colleagues, which they have
been culck to realize.
Cortclyou, although having received
one promotion after another from
President Roosevelt, and having
extremely confidential relat' ins
with him as manager of the last republican national campaign, Is no' on
the same cordial relations with the
chief executive as heretofore, and he
Is embarrassed beoausi of this.
friends make no secret of his
attitude and sav that he never will
give his support to the Taft candidacy
and that. If the other alternative
should be withdrawal from the ' cabinet, he would choose that.
Secretary Root, It Is believed, will
resign won after his return from
Mexico, and Attorney General Bonaparte, if the president should listen
to nubile opinion, will follow him.
Secretary Metcalf has been under
the bun of executive displeasure since
he announced at direct variance with
Oyster Bay bulletins, that the big battleship fleet would be dispatched to
Pacific waters for an Indefinite time.
Secretary Wilson, it has been expected for months, would be superseded by Glfford Plnchot, now at the
head of the bureau of forestry, and
the change may be effected at any
time.
The president Is represented as not
desiring that many changes in the
cabinet be made at present, but Indications point to the probability of his
being compelled to choose several new
members before the campaign opens.
r
Hitmen Burned In Fvploslou.
York, Sept. 4. An exploding
No
tank of gasoline in the cellar of a
on Havemcyer
burning
building
street In 'Krooklyn today caused scrl- out inlury to five firemen, Two may
,114
Th. flr hrnka out In the cellar
of a tenement, where a largo quantity
of easollne wan stored. The firemen
had flooded the cellar with water and
were rolling out the tank of gasoline
when the explosion occurred,

lllll

New York, Sept. 5. The World today
says: From now on, the striking 'tele- the two territories.
graph operators will seek temporary
"You are at liberty to publish this letter.
employment In other trades.
"Sincerely yours,
The four hundred girl operators in
this city will start this morning to get
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT."
employment in the dry goods stores.
over
arc
and
summer
vacations
The
they say they can easily find other
employment.
They will seek employment also as
Twenty of the
telephone operators.
encountered the first shock of the
men obtained other employment yesMoors' assault without yielding one
terday and on October 1, when the
foot from the position they occupied.
eight-hou- r
law goes into effect, comhis
employed
quickly
General Drude
pelling the railroads to make shifts
forces to the greatest advantage, and
of eight hours each in twenty-tw- o
the Moors were subjected to a fire of
states, 600 men from New York and
shot and shell which soon left the
Chicago will become telegraphers on
ground strewn with corpses. Major
the railroads.
Prevost was slain while returning to
Superintendent Brooks of the Westcamp after the engagement,
which
ern .Union said yesterday: "The meetopened at 5 a. m. and lasted for
ing of the directors on September 10
seven hour..
will take no action on the strike and
Major Prevost conducted a scouting
will simply transact routine business.
expedition, which was the actual cause
men from different loThe forty-fiv- e
object being to loof the battle,-thcals who are coming here to discuss
cate the enemy and prepare the way
arbitration might as well save their exfor an extensive offensive movement
penses and remain where they are.
later. The major advanced about
coming here will do no good."
Their
eight miles In a southerly direction.
of the union said today that GOVERNMENT MUST
Officers
SENATOR BORAH FACES
of
meeting only with scattered bands
the reports from the west and south
easily
dispersed.
were
Moors, which
in many cities are bethe
strikers
that
TRIAL IN FEDERAL COURT
RESPECT AGREEMENT
He then gave the orders to return,
coming disorganized and returning to
and it was when nearing the camp
being sent out
are
work,
and
untrue
that his force was assailed by hordes
by agents of the telegraph companies.
of Moors. Major Prevost formed his
President Ahern of the New York Attorney General Bonaparte Is- -' Millionaires and Prominent Men
men in hollow squares, with the irregIs advertising in the local pa
union,
ular Algerian cavalry in front. Genpers for employment for the two
Caught in Government Drag
sues Statement Outlining DeMajor
eral Drude quickly reinforced
thousand striking telegraph operators
engagement
immePrevost, and the
or any
at clerical work,
Net Spread for Looters of the
cision of Department in Cediately developed into a desperate
thing else except for telegraph com
rethe
Moors
which
conflict, from
panies. President Aher said: "I am
Public Domain,
lebrated Rebate Case,
treated only after their ranks had
sure that the strikers will secure posi
been devastated by a deadly fire. It
tions In other lines .of business before
Is estimated that on August 26 and
the end of ten days. Tho railroads are
Hoise, Idaho, Sept. 4. The IndictLenox, Mass., Sept. 4. Attorney
September 1 about 800 Moors were
operators and If
gobbling up a lot
ment
returned last April by the 'federal
tonight
issued
Ronaparte
General
killed...
nioj-rnw
wasJ'
there
wti.Td
the strike
grand Jury írjrwínw fleimtor'WtHlam E.
would be thirty per cent of lliu expert statement ns follows:
telegraphers missing."
"On August 14, Judge Landls ask- Koran, and. other prominent men,
to. defraud the
ed, in substance, that the department charging conspiracy
of Justice consider portions of the United States government, was served
In the on the defendant today.
transcript of the testimony
Resides Senutor Koran, the Indict
case of the United States against the
Standard Oil company of Indiana, In ments include Frank Martin, attorney
general of Idaho under the Steunen
order to determine whether the Chi- berg
administration; J. T. Harbor and
cago and Alton Railroad company and Summer O. Moon, millionaire stock
its officers and employes, were en- homers or the Jsarber Lumber com
residing In Wisconsin; J. I.
titled to the benefits of an agreement pany,
1
Wells, P. 11. Oowns.
Klnkald, I,.
assuring it and them of Immunity M. Prltchard, William John
testified that there was
Sweet, Albert M.
blood on the stairway of the Phillips
against criminal prosecution in con- Palmer ami II. S. Rand. The names of
residence and the bed In which Philnection with granting certain rebates John Doe and Richard Roe (names of
lips was, was bloodstained. When the
defendants unknown to the grand
the. Standard Oil company.
to
reached Phillips they realJury) also appeared In the Indictments
Inspect Territorial Prison in physicians
In
compliance The Indictments charge that these
"The department,
ized that he could live hut a short
time. The wounded man was informed
with the desire or Judge Lnndis, has persons entered Into un unlawful conCompany' With the Governor, of
reconhis condition and appeared'
examined the above mentioned rec- spiracy In September, l'JOl, and variHe declared he wished as lito
ous other times, to secure by frauduords and carefully Investigated the
Will Finish Up Work This ciled.
In
notoriety
possible
as
connection
tle
subject, and as a result of such lent entry timber lands In Kolse
with the affair.
Investigation the attorney general, on county, Idaho.
Senator Korah has
Afternoon,
While the funeral was in pingriss AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN
August 2'., wrote to Kdwin W. Sims, been accorded the privilege of a septoday In the Phillips home th? police
Incase of the governChicago,
attorney
at
trial.
The
arate
United States
ransacked tho place in search for the
by M. C.
forming him In substance
the ment will be conducted
that
WANING
INFLUENCES
(Spminl Dlnpiitrh to th Mornlnr Journal.)
revolver and other evidence in conagreement was shown to have been rturch, of Denver, and S. 11. Rush of
Santa Fe, N. M.. Sept. 4 The board nection with the crime. As far as can
made In June or July, liHlR, by T. 11. Omaha,
of penitentiary commissioners con- be luarned, no revolver was discovered.
Mr. Sims'
predecessor In
vened In this city today with all memStone Comes Back Morrison,
Senator
office; that Mr. Morrison's action apbers present and transacted a Consid- HUNTINGTON RESENTS
pears to have been duly authorized
erable amount of routine business. In
From Far East Convinced at tho time by the department; that
company with Governor Cury, the
POLICY OF LOS ANGELES
In tho opinion of the department the
members of the board Inspected tho
That Things Have Changed arrangement greatly facilitated the
penitentiary in the afternoon. Owln
indictment and conviction of the
Joto the Indisposition of President
Work Kiiswndod on Klectrlc
Standard Oil company, and that while
Since War With Russia,
seph II. Sulzer of the board, the com OrdersMm
In Southern Califorcertain portions of the agreement
missioners adjourned to Thursday at
might bo fairly open to unfavoranle
nia Town.
1 p. m.. at which time It Is expected
regarded
Francisco, Sept. 3. United comment, the department
San
the business of the session will bo finthe government as bound In good
States Senator W. J. Stone, of Mis- faith,
ished up. Those ut the meeting were:
4
K. HuntAngeles.
H.
Los
Sept.
also as a matter of public
Joseph F. Sulzer. John R. de Mb-r- , of ington has Issued orders to discon- souri, who has Just returned from a policy, and
agree
Alamogordo; Price Walters, of Aztec; tinue all preparations for further ex- .tourney to the Philippine Islands and ment. to give effect to tho
race
says
of
the
whole
the
orient,
the
Kasely
of Santa Fe; tension work on the Pacific Klectrlc
General Charles F.
Sims was instructed to read
and George W. Hayward of La Vegas. and Interurhan Railway systems, be- east has changed In the lust few years. this"Mr.
letter when the grand Jury reconsays,
"havo
taken
he
Japanese,"
"The
cause he believes he has been ham3, and take such
control of affairs in both China vened on September
pered by the city authorities.
His entireKorea,
HARRIMAN MAY. RUN
further action to the foregoing end as
systematized
so
have
and
and
many
order took effect today, and
anil to himand political workings In might seem to theIn court, premises.
HIS TRAINS FASTER men were dropped from the pay rolls, commercial
the
timo all self, appropriate
twenty-fiv- e
being let out of the en- tho far east that In a short
"The department learns that Mr.
F.uropean and American Influence will
gineering department alone.
Sims did not comply with these in
completely shut out."
Bridge Tests Relio cd to Foreshadow I General Traffic Manager McMillan, bo Outside
by reason of his having hud
of the court circles In Ja structions
speaking for the trolley king, ex pan,
called to his attention very recently GOVERNMENT CONTROLS
or .speed War
KcMimptlon
Stone
inoro
louno
Senator
inai
plained his attitude tonight. "It apresent- certain new, Hnd, In his Judgment,
Across Continent.
policy of tho present was a widespread feeling of reported
pears to
inctcrliil facts, which he thought
IRRIGATION CONGRESS
people
the
at
among
ment
the
administration to make it as difficult outrages on Japanese In San Francisco. should lie submitted to the depart
operate
our
us to
consideration
Its
ment
for
further
exChicago, Sept. 4. Elaborate bridge as possible for "We
people, however,
are made to pay The bulk of the but
he said.
tests now being made by the Illinois lines."
the best of feel- before lis conclusion should bo finally Policy of Administration Meets
pressed nothing
franchises, and these are taxed, ing
Central In Iowa have given rise to for
States In gen- announced.
United
toward the
are
Improvements
made
all
sad
the
"For this purpose he asked and was
persistent and apparently
eral.
rates,
and
then
With Favor at Sacramento;
exorbitant
assessed
at
granted by the court a delay of three
rumois that K. II. Ilarrlman In we are compelled to use fenders
weeks. The department Is not yet
planning to put Into operation In the which cannot be operated safely on FEAR CH0LERA"ÓÜTBREAK
E, H, Harriman
Addresses
lis to what are the facts thus as
rioar future the fastest transcontinen- our large, swift cars. The Pacific
tal service ever known. The immedi- Klectrlc and Interurhan has not paid
IN RUSSIAN CAPITAL certained by Mr. Sims,
"It has great confidence In his
the Delegates,
ate purpose of the tests is to deter- operating expenses for the last three
sound Judgment and his devotion to
heavy
mine at what rate of speed
4.
of
Sept.
fear
The
Petersburg.
up
dig
St.
to
Huntington has had
and it awaits his reply neiore
trains can be run across the Iowa years.
creating con- duty,
funds from other sources to make an epidemic of cholera Is
taking further action In the premises.
Sacramento, Sept. 4. There was a
bridges. The fact that a number of good
housecity
In
anil
this
Blarm
Is
siderable
tlred'of
losses,
he
and
as the circum change of scene of the storm center
electrical experts from Cornell univer- It." these statements are surprising, holders have been ordered to take the Inasmuch, howevi r, may
These
io
name
lie
sity and the University of Wisconsin
Thir- stances of the case
it whs supposed the two sys- strictest sanitary precautions.
I' Is deemed proper In connection with the National Irriire assisting the regular testing crews because
cases have been reported ut misconstruction,
heavily.
teen
fresh
psylng
were
statement gation foingrcMs today. This time the
present
tems
now
the
to submit
"nit making exnnusiive laouiation oi
NIJI Novogorod.
to the jubile."
committee on. resolution held the
the number of vibrations caused by
stage while peace prevailed at the sesFAT PRINIICOMESTO
sions
of the main gathering. The
varying speed, gives color to the ru
KANSAS CUTS RAILROAD
woman moonshiner
,
committee was In session the greater
mor. The structures tested so far are
ULIU0KALANI
WED
of the day, and the feature of the
said to be In condition to accommoFARE DOWN TO 2 CENTS part
work was the squelching of "kickers"
d
trains without peril,
date
4.
Sept.
President
Washington,
from the Owens River valley of Calbut It Is probable that a number of
Chicago. Kept. 4. A San Francisco
Roosevelt has commuted the sentence
ifornia, and the Indorsement of tho
others will require
Kim.. Sept. 4. The board of government
Toneki.
says that Prince All Pal of
dispatch
who
moonshiner,
ROOSEVELT WILL NOT
s
Ross,
of
Adeline
reclamation and forestry
Considering the thoroughness of the
afternoon
Tahlta arrived there yesterday on his railroad commissioner this
and the policy of the ad mintests, some time, It Is expected, will will now be released from jail Septem
TRY NEWSPAPER CAREER elapse
Honolulu, where ho goes to ordered the railroad to put Into efor service,
wav
to
17.
He
of
November
17
Instead
ber
In
Ion
connection with the serannouncement
istra
before definite
fare rate on
I.llluokalanl of Ha fect the flat two-cevice.
Is to be mude by the officials of tho also remitted a 11,000 fine which was marrv
win
1.
weighs
railroads
The
who
October
three
prince,
before
conwall. The
Imposed upon her when she was
Another Important action was the
Jtejiort Tlmt He Would Take Cluirgo Harrlmun lines.
hundred tiounds, will wait In San not make any dellnlte announcement
victed.
It Is laying on the tabic of the resolution
notion,
but
contemplated
for
the
of New York Tribune Protheir
hears
from
he
of
'a
until
daughter
of
was
Francisco
the
The woman
by Arthur Uriels, of CaliRailroad Order JUMmielmieiit.
nounced I'reMterous.
understood that they will comply with Introduced
fornia, providing that the congres
Macon. C.a.. Sept. 4. As a result of moonshiner and she became the wife mer queen of the Sandwich Islands,
eslimn
time
the
before
order
the
ago
years
husband
Two
her
one.
of
ask that the action of the department
the reduction In passenger rates and
pires.
Ireland' pooulatloii Ifcsllnes.
to support herself and seven
of Agriculture In regard to the sulOyster Bay, L. I., Sept. 4. Presi- the general stringent conditions In the died, amishe
lyondon, Sept. 4. According to the
own
a
.
of
erected
still
her
children
so
as
the
money
railroads
market,
Himi-xfar
phuring of dried fruits should bp
Trotting
general
Slops
dent Rooscelt hns no Intention of
Rain
registrar
report
of
the
of Kentucky annual
the mountains
the modified and rendered less unjust to
4.
With
Sept.
taking up a newspaper career when are concerned, all Improvements have among
Conn..
In
Hartford,
births
Ireland,
of
number
the
of
K. and proceeded to ply the Illicit trade
downpour of rain the Grand the tiroducers.
he finishes his term. Secretary Iieb been ordered stopped by President
In which he had so long engaged. The IHHfl was 103.536. and the number of continued
The airing of the alleged grievances
denounred the report that the presi- F, Hanson of the Central of Georgii. revenue
at Charter truck wete
races
natural
Agnlnt
Circuit
this
74.427.
deaths
upon
her
officers descended
of the people of Owens River valley
postponed.
today
dent was negotiating for control of
must
In
again
population
of
2.1"
Increase
destroyed
nlghi,
her 'till
place one
hummer Hotel lltirns.
has been wlted with much Interest,
the New York Tribune as a "fake"
decrease of 25,344 by
and arreted her.. She was sent to be placed
Ohio, Sept. 4.
especially ss charges were mnde
Olil.ir
Retired
In
made of whoJe cloth. "No such plans
a reduction
showing
emigration,
six
months.
for
lending
hotels prison
house, one of the
Hgainst officials of tho reclamation
of,", said Ioeb.
NcA Lomh.n. Conn.. Kvl.t. 4.
hove been thought
The mi so was Ink en to the president, population of 23i. InThe estimated
this Island, was totally destroyed
Wlnslow AldotOlec, United sorche and particularly J. II. Lippln-cot- t,
of
."Neither would the president consider on
middle
the
of Ireland
ooniilHtlon
the
being
that
argument
t
used
together
4
lit
with
the
night,
by
engineer, who figures so promifire late
navy, retired, dld and lenly
If for a moment. The very Idea of a
1ti6 was 4.3 S H.oon. The number 2 of States
The guests were woniHn did not realize the seriousness marriages
In this cltv today. C nnm in nently In the water project.
home
In
his
former president conducting a news- most of Itstocontents.
registered
whs
d
leave the burning struc- of her ofreime and further that her
The convention wii addressed topaper and criticising I he acts of Ills compelled
22.
The birth rate was 23.6 per dor Alderdlee whs in hl.i llfty-- i nh night
by K. 11, Harrlmun.
their be- children were suffering because of her thousand.
ear.
successor I as undignified as It Is ture hastily and few saved
incarceration.
No one was injured.
longings.
preposterous."
C'asa Tflanoa, Sent. 4. About 6,000
Moors participated in Monday's fight.
The Moors, who. were repulsed on all
sides, made the most Impressive picture as, garbed fantastically, mounted
on wild horses and carrying
their
banners in the front line, they swept
down from the hills in splendid formation and charged thunderously to
within 400 yards of the French, who.
for a moment, seemed In danger of
being overridden. . As they advanced
the Moors chanted verses from the
Koran. The Irregular Algerian cavalry

Cleveland, O., Sept. 4. Develop
ments In tho Investigation Into the
cause of the death of John R. Phillips, the coal operator, banker, broker
and club man, came thick and fast to
day, and took a sensational turn late
this afternoon, when Mrs. Phillips,
widow of the deceased, was taken into
custody by Chief of Police Stamb.urger
at the aristocratic suburb of East
Cleveland.
Mrs. Phillips has been In a highly
nervous state since the tragedy early
Monday morning, after which the announcement was made that her husband had been shot and mortally
wounded by a burglar. This afternoon
she collapsed and was unable to
the funeral, which took place
from the family home, with only ,tha
Immediate relatives present.
Shortly after the funeral had been
held, Chief of Police Shamburger announced that, after a conference with
Deputy Coroner Houck, who had con
ducted the inquest, and Deputy Prosecutor Mooncy and others, he had taken
tho widow Into custody. The chief
stated that four deputies would guard
the woman In her home until she had
sufficiently recovered to be taken before a Justice of the peace for a preliminary hearing.
The police are very reticent concerning the case and refuse to say whether
they believe Mrs. Phillips is guilty nf
the murder of her husband, or
whether they merely believe that she
can give some facts which will throw
light o nthe mystery surrounding the
tragedy.
The inquest into the death of Phillips was held this morning oy Deputy
Coroner Houck. Dr. O. L. Richardson was the first witness to testify at
tho hearing.
The physician testified
that he had not been summoned to attend the wounded man u'ptll 4 a. ui.,
rioro than thre? hours after the shoot-i- n
goccutred. He was railed up ty
telephone and Mrs. Phillip. admitted
him to the house. "Oh, doctor! Something dreadful has happened. Mr.
Phillips has been sh it Ty a burglar,"
was the woman's greeting to him, the
Dr.physician testified.
Kich'irdson
found the wounded man in bed. He
After Dr.
tailed In Dr. Rhoades.
Rhoades had arrived at the bedside of
tho wounded man. Phillips asked both
the doctors to retire to another room
as he wished to converse with his wile.
The husband and wife were alone for
perhaps two minutes. Dr. Richardson
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Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 4. The following letter was given out
today from the office of Governor Kibbey:
"Oyster Bay, L I., August 31, 1907.
"My Dear Governor Kibbey:
"Secretary Garfield has been to see me and has reported
STRIKER? WILL SEEK
to me in full on the condition of affairs as he found them in
OTHER EMPLOYMENT
Arizona and New Mexico, and especially the attitude of the
Four Hundred Girl Operators In people of each territory toward the question of joint stateI
was already Attorney for United States
New York to Work in the Dry hood. His report makes it evident to me, as
Holds Territory Is But TrusGoods Stores Men to Go to prepared to believe, that the convictions of the people are
tee In Administering Lands
settled and will not change. Under these circumstances I
the Railroads,
Granted to Institutions,
shall take no further action looking toward joint statehood for
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HAS GOVERNMENT RIGHT
TO DEMAND ACCOUNTING

Defendants Claim Title Has
Passed to New Mexico; That
Federal
Action
Has No
Standing in Court, '
Is the territory
of New Mexico
merely the agent of the United States
government In the handling and dis
position of the million and a half of
lands given to the educational and
other public Institutions of this terri
tory under the law of congress of
1898, granting the lands; and as such
agent or trustee, Is the territory accountable to the government for the
disposition made of these lands and
mr tno sale or timber standing on
them? Or did the territory, under
the act of 1898, become the absolute
owner of these lands, and has It the
power to administer them and sell
timber from them as It sees fit, subject only to the specific limitations of
the act of congress?
This Is the question at issue in the
argument on the demurrers, resumed
yesterday before Judge Abbott In
chambers In the Bernalillo county
court house, In the suit of the United
States against the territory of New
Mexico, former Governor M. A. Otero.
O. W. Prichard,
A. A.
Keen,
the
American Lumber company and CUrk
M. Carr, In which the United States
seeks to cancel and set aside contract
for the sale of certain timber from
territorial lands, sold by the territory
throu, the officials numod In the
action, to the Lumber company and
Captain Carr; to cause an accounting
to be made for the timber already cut
under such contracta and to enjoin
further cutting of timber under these
contract.
The argument, Which was opened In
Santa Fe last Monday by Attorney
General A. K. Fall, upon the demurrer filed by him In behalf of the territory, was resumed before Judge Abbott yesterday morning at 10 o'clock.
Judge Fall. a. W. Prichard and K. W.
Dobson appearing for the defendants,
and Special Assistant Attorney General Ormsby McHurg, of Washington,
appearing for the United States.
The argument occupied the entire
day, and at the close of the session, '
yesterday afternoon Mr. McHarg announced that he desired half an hour
this morning In which to complete his
argument. Since It la probable that
the defense will desire an enual length
of time in which to reply. It Is probable that the argument will not have
been completed before late this after
noon. Voluminous cltutlons have been
made by both sides, and it
not expected that the court will be ready Immediately to give a decisión on the
demurrers which have been filed
In behalf of the territory,
of the defendants, former Governor
Otero, O. W. Prichard and A. A.
Keen, and of the American Lumber
company and Clark M. Carr.
The argument Involving the iover-olgnt- y
of the territory In the administration of the land granted to it Institutions by the United States, and
the question of the right of the
United State to demand an accounting from the territory for Its administration of the land are of deepest
Interest, and of tar reaching Importance, and Judge Abbott's chamber
was crowded yesterday throughout the
entire day with lawyer and others directly interested in the question at
1

Issue.
When the session opened argument
was resumed with a brief Introductory statement by Mr. McHurg In behalf of the government. He said that
It was the desire of the government to
secure an Interpretation by the courts
of the law In these rases and to secure
such an Interpretation amicably and
as quickly as possible. He lnrtleitd

clearly that the government vtj irit
seeking any controversy with the territory, and further that the territory
might be dismissed from the case although he held such dismissal would
not affect the case against the other
defendants.
Judge Fall, replying briefly, held
the territory to be as much Interested
as the other defendants, and that the
dismissal of the territory would In
volve the dismissal of the case
sgalnst the other defendant. He
held, In line with his argument
of
Monday, that the territory had acted
within Its rights In making the contracts for the sale of timber st Issue,
and that the government had no au
thority under the law to sue for an
accounting under these contracta.
Judge FhII then read several com
munication from the Interior department relating to requests for opinions
from the territorial official In connection with the disposition of the
timber lands In question, the tenor of
which was that the department con
sidered these questions one to be de
termined by the law officers of the
territory. Among others he read n
opinion by Assistant Attorney General
Campbell, to former
Commissioner Alpheu A. Keen, one of the
defendants, sdvlslng the latter to look
to the territorial law offtrers for sn
opinion on a timber land trsns.ietlon
similar to the ones st Issue. The entire rase of the territory, Judg" Fall
said in closing, was that the offl r
of the government had held that the
land were under tho territorial government to be administered under h
law as directed by the terrltmlHl
having the authority, mid thst
j these officers had not em pelled their

tnd
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authority

in making the contracts at
Issue.
At this point former Attorney Genera! Prichard stated to the court that
he as of the opinion that he was to
bt dismissed as one of the defendants.
Mr. McHar objected, and Mr. Prichard asked the cotirt to sustain the demurrer in his case on the round that
he wag not a proper party to the suit.
The court, however, refused to do so
until he had heard argument on the

demurrers.
Attorney E. W. Dobson, representing the American Lumber company
and Clark M. Carr, then opened argument on the demurrers for the defendants. Mr. Dobson began with an
Interesting resume of the history of
the territorial lands granted to New
Mexico. Institutions by the act of congress of 1S98. He held that under
this act tllfe-watransferred unreservedly to the territory and briefly
reviewed the territorial legislation fur
their administration, giving especial
to those portions of the
attention
acts of 1901, 1903 and 1905, delegating power to the territorial land officials to sell matured timber on territorial lands. Mr. Dobson held that
the right of the territory to sell cer
tain of these lands and the timber off
the lands was proven unreservedly
under the law of 1898, and then quoted the territorial law of 1901, by
which the land officials were authorized to sell matured timber from certain lands and under which law the
American Lumber company and Clark
M. Carr made the contracts with the
.erritory now at issue. He then gave
a brief and interesting history of the
manner In which the American Lumber company had acquired Its holdings
in New Mexico, showing
that the
company acquired by far the greater
part of Its timber lands by direct purchase from private owners. The company, he said, became the owner of
the odd sections in the Zunl mountains and along the continental divide,
being the major portion of its holdings, by direct purchase. These lands
were originally granted by congress
Ui the Atlantic and Pacific
railroad,
and sold by that road to the Mitchell
brothers, of Michigan, who held the
lands for some years with the purpose
of developing the timber resources.
The Mitchell brothers finally sold
these lands to the American Lumber
company, and the motive of the company In seeking to acquire rights to
the timber on certain adjoining territorial lands was to Justify It In the
expenso made necessary by building
railroads into Its holdings acquired
from the Mitchell brothers. Every
action of the rnmpanv, he said, had
been open and above board. At this
point Mr. McHarg objected on the
ground that the moth'es of the purchasers were not at Issue and without
bearing on the demurrer. .Mr. Dobson
continued with the contention that a
mere allegation that the American
Lumber company had conspired with
the law officers of the territory, without saying how they had conspired,
was not enouch to show a cause of
action, on a ground of conspiracy.
Mr. Dobson cited numerous authorities to prove his contention that the
territorial officials had not exceeded
their authority In selling the timber
off these lands, and that the government had no authority to demand an
for such sale. He cited
other authorities to show that title
passed without reserve from the
to the territory hy the act of
IÜ8. that the government therefore
had no nart in the suit, and that the
transfer effected hy the law of 1X118
created no trusteeship on the part of
the territory to the government. Ho
held that the government had no right
to brlnif suit savo when th
overii-mchas an Interest In the Tan.l or
when fraud Is perpetrated against the
government, and that therefore no
cause of action existed.
Mr. Dobson closed his argument at
the noon hour and In the afternoon
Mr. Mellar opened for the government. He was still speaking when
court adjourned for the day anil will
resume this morning. Mr. McHarg's
argument for his contention of tho
right of the government to Intervene
unci demand an accounting
for the
disposition of the institutional
lands
was a brilliant one, and well sustained. He was frequently Interrupted by
counsel for the defendants, and at
times the questions and the answers
were pointed enough to cause
the
spectators to take new Interest In the
hearing.
s
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Cross cathedral.

LIVES SIX DAYS

The deceased prelate's coadjuto, now his successor, tho
Most Rev. William H. O'Connell,
an eloquent eulogy. The vast
cathedral was crowded and thousands
stood on the streets while the services
were in progress.
.

tuckerIeíweshís
sentence for contempt

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

i1ERRIMAI

Leavenworth, Kas., Sept. 4. H. H.
Tucker, secretary and treasurer of the
I'nele Sam Oil company, was released
today from the county jail, after serving a sentence of three months forcon-tem- HIGH
ROLLER ARRESTED
of court. Tucker was sentenced
In the federal court at Kansas City
HERE ROBBED PARENT
for writing a letter reflecting on Federal Judges J. O. Pollock, John F.
philips, and Smith Mcpherson. The
HARROWING EXPERIENCE
.
allegations weromade in a petition
Drugged Hard Working Father
'
receivership ef the Uncle
OF SHIPWRECKED SAILOR Sam Oil the
company, a. Kansas concern,
and Took His Savings Will
which was alleged to be fraudulently
conducted. Tucker appealed
vain
Likely Pay the Penalty of His
Deserter From Russian Army to President Roosevelt for a in
pardon.

SI
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Ctpital and Surplus. $100.000.00.

eh FORGIVES

"

DEAD

j

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICG

.

Oil FLESH OF

MONTEZmflA TRUST COMPANY

SUFFERING

LONG

pt

What a Bank Should Give

THE JAFFA

The greatest possible service to'the greatest possible,:
number of people in the greatest posible number o '.
'
ways,'" ":.

.

MIP'V

GROCERY

"Good Things to Eat."

THAT IS WHAT WE STRIVE TO DO AT ALL

1

.MES,

Misdeeds,

Drifts Into San Francisco SUICIDE SUSPECTED;
Complaining of Treatment
BODY ORDERED DUG UP
Edward Merriman, the Los Angeles
hoy, arrested at the local station some
in the Far North,
time ago for stealing a camera lena
Topeka,
San Francisco, Sept. 4. Alexander
Kocht, a deserter from the Russian
army and a member of the crew of
the fishinfr schooner Stanley, which
arrived yesetrdny, says he was lost in
a fog Inst May in Retiring sea, shipwreck elin I'nlmack Island and lived
for six days on raw seal meat and
shellfish. He looked fat and hearty
when he arrived here yesterday, but
still groans when he talks of those
uncooked meals In the rain on that Inhospitable beach.
Kocht, according to Captain Wall-stad- t,
master of the Stanley, shipped
as an experienced fisherman, but early in the voyage showed that his
knowledge of fish was purely culinary. He was equally innoccjit of
ability to handle a hoat, but being big
and willing, soon learned enough to
he trusted alone in a dory with a
fishing line.
Three boats. In one of which was
Kocht, left the Stanley May 1. A
heavy fog came up. The men In the
other boats, being experienced fishermen, anchored their dories and
waited for the fog to clear. When the
mists lifted they returned to the
schooner.
Kocht, however, strong In the confidence of ignorance, started out to
find the schooner. He rowed so hard
that he broke one of his oars. A litt
oiow came up ana t lie dory was car
rled ashore at I'nimaek island. It cap
sized in the surf and was broken to
pieces on the rocks. Kocht managed
to scramble
He remained
ashore.
there for six days w ithout shelter and
dependant upon what he found for
sustenance. A dead seal furnished
him food for several days, nnd'when
the seal meat became too "high" )i
lived on shellfish.
On the sixth day
a Seattle schooner, attracted bv his
signals from the beach, sent a boat
ashore and took him off, placing
him aboard the Stanley a few davs
later.
When Kocht failed to return with
the other boats, Captain Wailsiadt
sent two men In a boat to search for
him.
Although they skirted the
beach for miles they saw nothing of
their sjilpmatc. Innulry was made on
board ther fishing- vessels and every
thing. sa's Captain Wallsfadt, that
count reasonaniy oe expected, was
done In the matter of looking for the
missing man. Kocht thinks that Cap
tain Wallst.idt should have abandoned
his fishing for codfish and gone fish
upturn Wallstadf says
intr lor htm.
that codfish ha'e a market value, but
that Kocht had none, and that any
way If the man had been his ow
nroteer.-ncount have done no more
for Mm.

FIREMAN KILLS HIS
WIFE'S BETRAYER

Kas., Sept. 4.
Judge
Smith McPherson
In
the federal
court, today issued an order providing for the exhumation of the body
of the late Louis E. Perkins, of Lawrence, Kas., in a suit brought by the
Mutual Life Insurance company of
New York, In which company Perkins had a policy for $100,0(10.
His
heirs brought suit against the company to compel the payment of the
policy.
The Insurance company desires to have the deceased's stomach
examined for traces of poison, holding that Perkins committed suicide.

GURRY. DEPARTS

TRIP TO

and who was taken back to the California city, has turned out to be :ne
of the most degenerate young prodigals on record. Among the many
items In his checkered career Is the
rather unique feat of drugging and
g
robbing his
father of
all .his savings. It appears, however,
that Merriman senior is a
parent and that he has once more
forgiven his erring offspring and Interceded for him with the authorities.
Merriman when arrested here, was
dressed in the height of fashion, and
was accompanied
by a number of
young gentlemen of equally sporty appearance. The Los Angeles News says
of Merriman:
Edward Merriman. a prodigal W.i,
ha appealed to his father, whom ,he
wronged, to aid him in his present
trouble with the police, and the father
lias relented. The police have mr.-however," consented to give up tlvii'
prosecution, and it appears now that
the youth will be compelled to1 p.iy
the penalty for his folly.
According to the police, young
Merriman has been dishonest and untrustworthy since he was a boy of
seventeen. His father, at that time,
owned a small photographic
supply
house In Chicago, but was taken sick
and compelled to leave tho boy 'n
charge of the place. Young Merriman
proved unfaithful to his trust and his
extravagance and dishonesty made th'i
business a failure. The father recovered his strength in time to save ,i
little from the wreck, but he says that
when he had sold the residue of the
business and was about to start for
California to begin over again, the
son drugged him and robbed him.
Merriman came to this city practically penniless, robbed by his sin
and at about the same time deserted
by his wife. Ho obtained work with
J. E. Hartsook, a photographic supply
dealer here, and was doing well when
he was joined by his son again. Young
Merriman Is alleged to have continued his nefarious practices, stealing
and living beyond his means, but he.
managed to obtain forgiveness from
liis father for the. nasi and
flnal'y
took a position with the Hartsook
company which i his father got for
I

CATSUP

ON
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ALBUQUERQUE,

MAKING TIME

Fancy ripe red
toes, 25 lb.

Toma-

box$1.00

Don't wait until the crop is

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

gone,

1

ORDER TODAY.
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ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICC-

-

,

SAFETY DEPOSIT BOXES FOR RENT

NEW HOLLAND HERRING

,

WILL VISIT RATON AND

'

THE NEARBY COAL CAMPS

Las Cruces

People in Santa
Fe Presumably on Land Matters-Sloan
Perjury Cases
Continued,

(Special

Dispatch to the Morning Jonrnal.)

Santa Fe, X. M., Sept. 4. Governor
George Curry leaves Santa Fe tomorrow afternoon for Ias Vegas, where
he will remain one day, and where an
elaborate reception has been prepared for the executive. From Las Vegas he will go to Itaton and will spend
two days in the (ate City and visiting
the numerous prosperous coal camps
adjoining the thriving northern New
Mexico town.
Itaton also is making
preparations to extend a cordial welcome
governor. From liatón-hwill go to Clayton, N. M.

him.

,

Mi;T

OX DIM! Itl!i;i!
IX KIO.XX COAL CASKS
The cases against Dr. J. II. Sloan,

AISGI

charged with perjury and subornation
of perjury in connection with alleged
fraudulent coal bind entries, w;ik continued for the term yesterday In the
agrc-mondistrict court, but hy
among counsel nreuinent on lie demurrer In the ease was begun tills afternoon and will likely be finished tomorrow. Attorneys Catron and Gort-nappear for Sloan, Spiess and
Itenehan, and United Stales Attorney
Llewellyn being the other attorneys ill
the case.
l
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Fine, large fat milk-

ers, each

5c

GERMAN DILL

PICKLES

Genuine Imported,

large-siz-

2 for
SARATOGA

BALDRJDGE'S YARD IS THE PLACE

For Lumber, Shingles, and Lath. Large stodc of Windows, Doors
Paints, Oils, Brushes, Cement, Building; Paper, always on hand

e,

5c
CHIP

ix
POTA-TOE-

corrí?

BALDRIDGE,
i

C,

tirni'iinrnfc vtítt Mirviro

The Superior Planing Mill Is now equipped to do all kinds of mill
work at prices that defy competition. Call or write, for prices before placing your order for anything mado by a first class mill.

THE
make the best bakery

We

J.

TftitsT CTitiwT

S.

Fresh supply just received

SUPERIOR LUMBER AND MILL CO.

SOUTH OF VIADUCT.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

ioods.
WITH AMPLE MEANS

Try our

AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

cakes, bread, roils

-THE

and other baked goods,

BANK OF COMMERCE

The price is right and

the

" ALBUQUERQUE,
President.

OLOMON LUNA,

The

Jaffa Grocery

'Good Things to Eat."
Mall Orders I'll led Kwiio

Co.

W.

i. STRICKLER,
Vlo

Day

its Itcccivctl.

II. M.

EXTENDS TO DEFOSITOKS EVERY I'liOPEIt ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL
$150,000.0.
Officers and Director:

quality is the best,

TRAINMEN HELD FOR
concern and placed
CAUSING BAD WRECK icoo.ouo.

4.Fr

I) yton, Ohio. Sept.
Chle
('incluís in Capital.
R. II. Mille, of Franklin, Ohio, to
Yesterday
Artnijo, cashier
day shot ami Instantly killed .1. II of Howman's Catarlno
hank In Las Cruces; C.
who recently eloped with his H. Gill, a well known mining man;
Litt
today returned to Vincent H. May, newly appointed rewife and was
Franklin for,trlal. Miller entered the gent of the Agricultural
and
police station, and going directly to Kugene Van Patten, all of college,
Las Cruces,
Little's cell, fired two bullets Into his arrived In the city. It Is believed
the
victim's breast. Miller is now a rav gentlemen came to Santa Fe In con
Ing maniac.
nection with the Holt land matters.
The panels of the United States and

ed,

.

Hartsook reported to the police a
few weeks later that his store had
been entered and robbed. At about
tho. sanie fimo villus Merriman disappeared. "His past record led the
police to suspect the young man, and
telegraphic advices concerning him
were instrumental In locating him In
Albuquerque. He was arrested there
and the stolen property, a valuable
lens among; other things, was found
in h's effects.
Merriman was arrested, and Detective Hosick went to New Mexico and
brought him back, to this city, lie
appealed to his father for help, and
the elder Merriman has again forgiven the wayward boy and is doing
all In his power to save him from
wearing the stripes. The police assert lhat lie will not succeed.

to-'th-

First shipment Just receiv-

J. C

X.

LIVE
311-31-

W.

J. JOHNSOlf,

President and Cashier.

Assistant Caahlo
WILLIAN MclNTOSIL
GIOOKGE A It NOT.
BALDIUDGE.
A. U. BLACKWELL.
O. E. CROMWELL.

under bond of
3

PATTERSON
STAULES

It Y AND HOARDING

West' Silver Avenuo.

Telephone 57.

Albuquerque, New Mciico

All Accident.

Tit rSTKK lt)U (OYK.KNMKVr
Iledd Hnve any accident In your
Charleston, 111., Sept. 4. Following
Mr. McHarg held that the rleht of
the verdict of the coroner's
iurv mnchine today?
the fnited .States to Inquire into the
tlrecno Yes.
j charging
them w ith criminal
acts of a territorial government was
"Where did you break down?"
which resulted in the death of
supreme and without limitation, lie
"Didn't break down; that's Just It.
fourteen persons In an Interurban col
said that to say the United States had
..
lision Friday, Motornien Hen F. M- Started for New York and got there
t
nn rlcyht
In..i,lii
.it
inmune iiiui nit? disposi
edina Hnd Charles Hotts were arrested on time." Yonkers Statesman.
tion of the lands granted hy the law FUNERAL OF VENERABLE
tcrrllorial
grand
Juries were com- today.
of 1898 was to say that the governThe wiimnn ulm ri'inm ins lolvnrllNKiiienls
pleted today.
McClara was motorman of the ex- liuim
ment had no right to Inquire Into
Inlilllitditlv.
Ixn't It worth while t
ARCHBISHOP
OF
BOSTON
press car and llotts was on car No. 14, dii.tliiit?
'. bet her or not an act
Try one In (he Morning Journal.
of congress was
Scnmlliiiivi'm Coiiiiaiscr Dead.
on which the victims were riding.
bring properly executed, without an
Pergen, Norway, Sept, 4. Edward Moth men were released on bonds of
"d.iülorial act of congress to authorize
I!' slon, Mass., Sept. 4. Attended by flageru Grieg, the composer, died I3.00U each. The coroner's jury comsuch an Inquiry.
a h ist of distinguished prelates of here this morning.
He was born In pleted its Investigation today and reHe i. .mited out that the
governitoman Catholic church, headed by 1843.
turned Its verdict.. McClara 'is blamed
ment, by nn net of congress, had the the
an Inal (ibbons, the body of the
for leaving Charleston without knowright to sell the capítol building In Mont
War
Veteran
1chiI.
Rev.
Joseph
Williams,
ing where car No. 14 was. Hotts Is,
santa Fe If it so desired, and that Us bishop of Huston and dean of thearch
Charleston, S. C Sept. 4. Captain accused
Ro
of disobeying orders in not"
power over the territory and Its gov- man
in t tie Unltei Henry lirown, a veteran of the Mex
hierarchy
Catholic
ernment was without limitation. His Mat's, was today plueod in the crypt ican and civil wars, died here todav. having his car under proper control
contention was that the grant by hem it rf the high altar In the Holy aged eighty. He was the. Inventor of while going around the curve where
the disaster occurred.
which congress gave the lands In
the bell hour.
The Jury further charges that the
question to the territorial Institutions
Central
Illinois Traction company
was not an absolute grant;
The Farmer's Wifo
Itryaii to Tour New York.
It
that
employe incompetent men, and does
Imposed certain limitations as to the
New
York,
4.
Sept.
Announcement
disposition of these lands, and that In Is Tiry careful about her churn. She was made lodav that William J. Hrv- - not keep in Its principal office some
so doing It limited the power of the scald It thoroughly after using, and Rlvea an will begin a tour of speech making person from whom any employe can
territory and made of the territorial H sun bath to sweeten It. She knows in New york state In October under get positive Instructions In the movegovernment merely a trustee for the that If her churn Is sour It will taint the the auspices of the Now York Pro- ment of cats, and that Instructions to
FURNITURE, CROCKERY,
employes on days when the regular
national government In behalf of the butter that Is made In It. The stomach Is gressive Democratic league.
schedule Is not in force ale mlsleud-- i
Institutions to which lands were a churn. In the stomach and digestive
112.
STOVES AND RANGES
granted. He held that the territorial and nutritive tracts are performed proKlecl Coiiitn!iy IiihoIvciiI.
government had no right to legislate cesses which are almost enactly like
New
York.
Sept.
4. A receiver
the
was appointed todav for the Union DENIES STORY OF
or execute legislation which went out- churning of butter. Is It
117 tiOLI AVENUE.
not apparent Iron and Steel company,
side the specific terms of the act of
a New York
Is foul It corporation,
congress granting the lands, and h"ld then that If this stomueh-chtirON
by Judge Skocn. of the
MUTINY
RALEIGH
federal court, sittlnir In Hrlstol. Vn
that In selling timber from certain ..f makes foul all which Is put Into It?
The evil of a foul stomach is not alone
C, Pettlt Is named as receiver. The
these lands the territory had go'ie
outside of the authority delegated by the bad taste In the mouth and the foul company is capitalized at two million
San Francisco, Sept. 4. Cuptaln J.
congress in the act of 1898. His con- breath caused by it, but the corruption of and own furnaces and mantifncturlnir If. Helmusen, who has Just returned
plants in several southern states and from the Asiatic station, where he
tention was that since the act of con- the pure current of blissi and the dissemgress specified only sale or lease, that ination of dlses.ni throughout the body. In Michigan and New Jersev.
commanded the cruiser Galveston,
Boprcittntltif Mauxer ft Avery, Bnitnn
says the recent report from Honolulu
the territory, by granting a license to Dr. Pierce's Gulden Medical Discovery
(With Kaab a Mauger.)
I'cwnrd
for Train Wreckers.
'"'enditit companies to cut tim- makes the sour and foul stomach sweet.
that there wuh an Incipient mutiny on Ill North Flrxt St.
Albuquerque. N. M.
4.
Iterlln,
Sept.
The Prussian rail the cruiser Halelgh in that hurbor was
ber from lands which could only be It does for the stomach w hat the w
ashing road aitmlnistratlon has offered n re. ultlu.nl foundation.
leased, was an exceeding of the auA
thority so delegated by congress, and and sun bath do for thechurn absolutely warn ior tne discovery of the persons
furnished ground for the suit now removes every tainting or corrupting ele- who wrecked the St. Petersburg-Merli- n
MANSFIELD'S
ESTATE
express between Strausbourg and
pending. His contention went fur- ment. In tills way It cures blotches,
ther to hold that In selling the timber pimples, eruptions, scrofulous swellings, Itebfelde, near Merlin shortly before
SMALLER
EXPECTED
THAN
from these lands the territory had In sores, or open eating u com and all midnight, resulting In eleven beln- - In
jured.
Is
It
presumed that It was the
effect sold the lands, since the timber humors ordiseases arising from had blood.
work of anarchists or Itusslan revoconstituted the chief value of the
New York, Sept. 4. The contents
If you have bitter, nasty, foul taste In lutionists,
hoped to kill a mem
who
lands, and that the territorial govern- your mouth, coated tongue,
left by Richard Mansfoul breath, ber of tho Imperial family who was of the will
ment had therefore again violated the are weak
field have been made public here by
and easily tln-d- , feel depressed
said to be on the train.
act of !M8. Mr. McHarg went furIrving Dlttenhnffer,
who
has In
ther and cited authorities to show that and despondent, have frequent headache-t- ,
charge Mansfield's legal affairs. The
the territory was not only no more d?y attacks, gnawing or distress in stom- VKSTKHDAVS HAsK HALL GAMKS. will was made In! 804, The entire
than a trustee for the government In ach, cmmlpated or Irregular bowels, nour"
estate Is left to Mrs. Mansfield, who
American íaiiuv.
relation to the lands In question, but or bitter risings after eating and poor
Is made the sole executrix.
At
Phlladeiphiupniiudclphln.
4:
that as a territory It had no right to appetite, these symptoms, or any consider- New York, 2.
The estate is much smaller than It
hold land.
was thought to be. though Dltten- able number of them. I nd lea te that you a re
; Detroii, 5.
Cleve
At
and,
t
McHarg
Mr.
will resume when suffering from biliousness, torpid or lary
hoffer could not ay what It would
At Chicago Chlcogo,
1; St. Louis, aggregate.
court ooens this morning, and as llyerwith the usual accompanying
Judge Fall announced yesterday that
The Insurance on Mansfield's life,
ornspeui and their attvndant
At
Uoston he desired as much time to reply as Qntnfmenbk
which was given us $2G.0"0, turns
game postponed on account of ruin. out
was consumed bv the attorney for the
to be 6l,000.
Xational I'iigue.
United States, tt I expected that the
At
Kt.
St. Louis, 2; Chi
Loul
greater part of the day will be coq. EITjiJILons. a itrrmtii ilk irTírt
Prlwon for Graft Convict.
cago, K,
sumed In completing the argument.
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 4. Louis
New Glass, vice president of tho Pacific
At New York First game:
York, 4; llrooklyn, I. Hecond came: States Telephone and Telegraph comNew York, 3: Hrooklvil. 4.
pany, convicted of the bribery of Su- are our dellrloua nuurlnliinf breada and
,U Pit'rburg
ILMUtlt jr.. ihkt this la shn lltelv Inn
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ested in the most modern methods of an apple surrounds the core. It has
burning coal are also making
been entirely
eaten away in many
visits to the plant, finding more places, while in others It Is locked up
of interest to them than at any other by speculators. The thing to rememplace on the grounds.
ber, then, is that this Immense body
The fuel testing is under the gen of public timber is there as a great
e against the time when private
eral Ulrecllon or Joseph A. Holmes,
chief .f the Technologic branch of the timber lands will be depleted, and for
united States geological survey and the use as a weapon against monopoly.
plant at the exposition Is In charge oí
The first effect of national forests
h. At. w itson, chief engineer. Profes- upon prices, particularly where there
sor L. P. Breckenridge, director of the is still a great deal of available timengineering experiment station of the ber, is to raise the price of outside
University of Illinois, is engineer In stumpage toward its actual value by
charge of the steam engineering dl withdrawing the excess supply of
vision. The boiler tests are in charge
timber from the market. Hut
of the steam engineering division. The later, as the supply of timber dwinholier tests are in direct charge of dles and values are forced upward by
Professor Dwight T. Randall, assisted speculative holdings, the effect of the
by Walter T. Ray. The briquetting forests will be o check the advance of
piant is in charge or u. T. Alalcom- - prices.
son.
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FORESTS

Correspondence

about balanced by. decay, , In the
western forests, however, natural de
terioration is greatly augmented by
forest tires. The fires usually do
most harm by damaging merchantable timber, but, great as this Injury
is, vastly more actual loss in forest
wealth results from the yearly burning over of the grass and undergrowth
of the forest. Ground fires do not consume the large trees, but they destroy
seedlings outright and injure growing
trees so that they quickly decay. Finally, the forest floor, composed of a
mold of needles, twigs and mosses, is
burned away.
Far beyond the present influence of
the national forests upon the lumber
supply will be their importance In the
future. The United States Is now facing a shortage in the stock of available timber. The yield from the national forests will aid greatly to bridge
over tho period in which mature timber will be lacking, a period which
will last from the time the old trees
are gone until the young trees are
large enough to take their places.
The definite result, therefore, of the
sale of timber from the forests will be
business, to
to sustain the lumber
maintain a steady range of limber
values and so discourage speculation,
and, far more important still, steadily to further the uninterrupted development of the great Industries dependent upon wood.
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'!.
each, value l. Fringed Cut Corners Crochet Spreads, Mursellles I'atterns.
Squirrel,
Coney.
Dyed
Squirrel.
Fox,
Mink,
Huido.
Isabella
Drook
Natural
being
given
a
Is
plant
J M, Patent Satin Hi mined Spreads.
quetting
V:i.O) each, value
Opossum. Jap Mink, Lynx an Persian Paw Sets, mads up In small Neck pieces;
Hampton!
of
especially
Silk
battleship
fettlrnnts.
n
kinds
An
of
selectb
a
off
handsome
all
have
We
on
III.KAt HFD MIbI.IN SPECIAL
tsl
pieces
Coals.
Fancy
Throws,
Pieces,
Neck
and
Lonii
Illaik Silk Petticoats, the most wanted of all. Many atylea and prices. At the
tVi
Itoads. Other tests are to be madul
Hallardvale, T, yard wide, special
very populsr price
Bleached Muslin, worth lite. special. .. .lie
M.
on the Naval tug Potomac nt the
Standlsh
and
Chromn
up.
Lowell.
Small Neck Pieces priced from
Each and
U.e
wide, regular
value, special
13.00
Four dlstlncily different styles of Illack Taffeta Petticoats, the deep
Hill and Hope Bleached Muslin.
Portsmouth navy yard and on a torIí'i
priced from M.OO Each and tip.
1VM
flounces variously trimmed with tucking, strapping, hemstitching or shirring.
Unbleached Muslin full yard wide. Round Thread, sueclal for this sale
The results already
pedo boat.
up.
(Suitable:
priced
price
from
Ihe
Lari;n
S7.S0
exceptional
Throws
Each
also
li.uo.
for
at
and
Every
drop
skirls.)
one
AND
CASES
SHEETS.
Investigations;
PILLOW
reached In briquette
(Ma
Muff and Neck Pieces priced from V'.'tl.M Each and up.
,l.'l'r Ti'xin Vermont Sheets, special
Al VH.nO, VLKO, and 110. IM), nre Taffeta Petticoats, black or white, with em413 r. BRAND, special..
have shown that un boilers requiring'
,
,IA
broidered Hounce, handsome and
7:xo Androscoggin Sheets, Spe- F. Fraiul. special
4I.I
Separate Muffs priced from f.l.MI Each nnd up.
forced draft like locomotive bolle:-.i.
rial
.ISe
4ixJ Fruit of the Loom, special, .toe
:i.VI 60
sal
Seal Skin Coat, worth ftuo.oo,
the briquette so Increased the offl- Peppered sheela. special... ... 104
4r,xJ
Fruit uf the leun, special. . .Me 6(x
rlcney as to more than equal the co.it,
. .ile
Peppered
S3x
.1041
Sheets,
special..
..
siieclal.
Loom,
of
Ihe
worth,
Tinas,
colors,
Itrown,
Illark,
Unas
(rey
and
Fruit
White
Iüaoa.
Feather
Ostrich
Pepperell Sheets, special,. ..Sits
if milking. One of the possibilities.
Hv Peppered
:
Pepp. Hemstitched. Special. . .a
II.1.IMI
In this sale
e
.
Sheets,
sueclal.
Hemstitched,
xll
of the present tests will be to show
special..,
...INhi
41xU I'eiili.
y
Cnqun FeStlier lloas. Illack Willi White and Itrown with White, worth'
Siullll pepperell Sheets, special... .VL04)
llIXJSl Pepp. Hemstitched, special. ,.1;lfl
that with the modern boilers or warof the artist designer. Character, Individuality
They show the
110.00
tlj.oil. In Ibis sale
bargalna
ships, there will be a uniform an1
as
such
are
secure
any
In
In
offered:
this
present
rivals
successfully
previous
la
eals
opportunity
selection
style,
demonstration.
The
our
and
mart nnd Altogether
(oiiKt.int
considering Ihe high quotations now ruling Ihe wholesal
markets, many
aa follows:
We cull attention to our showing of exclusive modelsexact coplea of Parte
lint. Neck Piece and Muff,
Marnhiiiit Set, consisting of
elegance.
efficiency, one reason for the
These particularly
of these numbers quoted In this advertisement being at less than present East100.00
The highest D pi a of style nnd refined
waists.
trorili instill, placed In tills sale for
,
In.-Mr
briIllack,
mi
Silks
colors.
While.
Is
ern
In
Lace
and
cost.
beautiful models
I'rcam and
thai the
Increased efficiency
KF.K WINDOW DISPLAY,
VLM, IIUiM).
U.MI,
15.00
HVK Ut It WINDOW DISPLAY.
Arabian priced at
quette retains Its shape until comManufacturers
consumed.
pletely
from 'nlj over the country are vlsltluf
I Ml
t.4 UNO Hie. I' I
I HE M O.VOHIM'
M-r.MilSO, r.r.l'TKVIIH.H 1, I so I t"T
12 Z
the plant dully as the results m,.y 1
xhow them tho path to a much greater
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October 7th to 12th Inclusive
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

8,000 For Trotters, Pacers and Runners!
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Kpecial police department, after serving one week as depot master here,
which ponitloti he necured after working as passenger brakeman for some

S&tlTA FE MASCOT

Not ádróú
of Alcohol

time.

n Id
u I

II

H. Isaacs, general baggage agent for
the Santa Fe cou.it lines, was a visitor

uuiimuu

i

ANOTHER LUCKY WRECK

In

FRIGHTFUL FATE OF
WORKMAN AT BISBEEj
Mass llotwceii
Heavy NleH Ore

lew

IN

Coal-Ca-

Pyramid
Crew Merely
road Notes,
by

(

Collision-Tr- ain

jarred

Rail-

A
disastrous, but lucky freight
wreck occurred Tuesday morning at
Hebron, this Hide of Haton, N. M.. according to passengers on No. 9 which
arrived here early yesterdav morning.
aume hours behind time. In running
on to u. Ullng an engine plowed into
a box car, cutting the car in two and
piling the coal cars attached to the
engine on top of each other in a neal
pyramid.
Wlille the train crew were pretty
badly Jarred up, no one was injured.
it.Mi.KOAD i:.vr ruoM
KOSWIXI. no ;o
A representative of the Koswell Record talked with Mr. It. F. liarnett in
regard to the negotiations recently
hail with Edward Kdward S. Kennedy,
of Houston, Tex., looking to the build- ing of a railroad eastward trom Hon- well. Mi. Itarnett stated that person- he regretted the failure of the.
negotiations with Mr. Kennedy, but
that the majority of the persons Interested in the plan considered the propositions made by Mr. Kennedy to be
too Indefinite In their nature, and that
for that reason they had ret used to
consider them.
Mr. Kennedy asked that he be given
dollars,
the sum of sixty thousand
twelve acres of land for terminal
block for a depot
and one-haHe would then bring an outfit
ulte.
working
from this
to Koswell. and
point, begin grading eastward toward
Lubbock, expending all the money
rom this point, and would enter into
bond to carry out this agreement. He
felt assured' that by doing this he
could interest outside parties In the
project anil could carry on the work
us far as Lubbock. Once there, .Mr.
Kennedy felt assured a number of
prominent railway lines would only b.i
too glad to take over the road and
complete it to the desired point.
The majority of the local persons
this
consulted, however, considered
plan too Indefinite in its nature, and
rejected.
was
It
lor that reason alone
Mr. Kennedy had with him documents
assuring of his own tlnanclal standing
and Integrity. He has alieady built
three such lines In the state of Texas
and carried them to a successful completion, one of these roads being the
ltcaumont and Sour l.ak railway.
While In Koswell Mr. Kennedy
stated that he was much surprised val-at
what he found here In the Pecos
ley, and that he considered the building of a railroad from here one of the
best propositions he knew of, ami believed It to be a llnancially fcood thing.
It Is understood)' that the peo pin
here interested in railroad matters
have other negotiations under way,
and It Is believed that something material will result In the near future.
ho
1). M. Ticker, a machinist at
shops, resigned Tuesday.
lf

1

I

fjeorge lieigold foreman painter.
leaves tonight for St. 1'aul on u busl- ness trip.
d
Fireman Summons was
here yesterday from the west for pas.
sefiger service.
re0. C. F.mmons has resigned as sucu lug
pair tntik timekeeper.
dead-heade-

...led by

V. A.

Uurch.

Knglneer Morris and Fireman Wold
d
to Ijis Vegas Tues-da- y
were
to bring engine Hi 14 here.
Twenty-tw- o
locomotives were turned
out of the local shops last month, all
of which were In for overhauling and
general repairs.
liiiid-heade-

Mrs.

Miller, wife of

Freight

IIP THE

Narrow Kscai'.

Pile(JUp.in Neat

rs

Con-

ductor Sam Miller, has returned home
from a trip through the. northwest
part of the country.
Fireman Haroio, of coast lines engine HJti, who has been on the sick Hat,
leturned to work yesterday. Fireman
Strong relieved him.
John VVypep and David Ford, holler-makeat the shops, resigned yesterday. They will leave soon for Scotland, their native home.
Mrs. Charles Halt, wife of Oanrf
Foreman' Halt, of the local shops, has
returned home from a trip to Montreal and Toronto. Canada.
William Kills, belt man, has been
appointed tank foreman here, succeeding A. Kohell, resigned.
Olaf Olson
succeeds Kills as belt foremun.

Crushed to death between an engine
the railand a heavy steel ore car on Shattuc!;-Arlzona
road line running past the
tramway terminal vaa tile
horrible fate of Pedro Vasquez, d
helper in the employ :' the
El Paso and Southwestern railroad,
in Bisbee. A man named McKay, employed art a car repairer at the nhops.
narrowly escaped a similar fata by
stepping out of the way In ' time.
The Hisbee Kevlew says: Yesterday
morning a niece of the rim of one of
the wheels on engine No. 6 was broken
on, and the locomotive was ordered lo
the shops for repairs. W. J. Kpauld-Ini- r.
foreman of the mechanical de
partment In the local yards, woiU.U
on the break at Osborne, getting it
Into such condition that it might be
possible to run to the Copper Queen
machine shops at .Sacramento H'l!.
where the permanent repairs were to
Last evening about 8
made.
be
o'clock Spaulding started up the hi'l
and nothing could be seen until
out of the darkness a strint of
cars loomed up directly ahead, and at
that Instant .McKay jumped to the
side.
The engine was running about four
miles an hour, on a grade of about 1
per cent in Its favor, when the ore cars
were struck and pushed the string
about twenty feet. As soon as he saw-allthe cars ahead Spaulding threw on the)
brakes. but not in time to keep from
bumping. As soon as the locomotive
was stopped, Spaulding ran ahead to
see the extent of '.he damage, and was
horrified to lind the body of Vasquez,
crushed between the steel beams,
which struck him in the back and
chest, and must have crushed the life
out of him In les than a second.
McKay caught up with the engin",
and after the locomotive was bacKcd
up. helped to disengage the body.
Coroner Hogan was called at once,
and summoning a jury, went to the
scene of the accident. 'After viewing
the remains the Inquest was adjourned,
until today.
Vasquez was about thirty years of
age, and belonged In Douglas, where
he bore a reputation as a first class
workman.

Murphy, clerk In the mns-tmechanic's cHlce. leave tonight
for Topi ka. Kas., to resume his studies at the Wash burn university.
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BUSINESS

has come,
It Is true, alas. too true.
Coal has gone up to $7. HO n ton.
You can't see it In the advertise- menls. They are breaking it to the
poor consumer gently. Hut he who
goeth In fear and much trembling to
the office of the magnate can find it
out for himself. There is no getting
around the hard fact that the dealers
have stuck an extra dollar onto the
price. It is understood that the pres
ent raise is made with the knowledge
of one coal dealer who some time ago
said that the recent phenomenal one- day raise was made "without any instructions from him."
' The raise, it may be stated in passing, has been made simultaneously
by the two local dealers who recently
sensational twenty-fou- r
made the
hour raise anil subsequent cut to
gether.
Albuquerque pays now í"..r0.
Columbus, Ohio, pays Il.tiü per ton.
Net difference In favor of Colum
The worst

I

'

a rrnv

Squirm Just In Time to leseáis Being
Struck by fie tons of Machinery
l,i'r llrokcii in Three I'laies.
Seldom does it happen to any man
that he is as near (b'uth as was Oscar
Carlson, master mechanic for the Calumet and Arizona company, yesterday
aftornpoon, and escape. Sqnirmlng his
body just In the proper second saved
Cnrison yesterday afternoon from receiving the full weight of live tons on
the body, and let lilin escape with the
breaking of a leg in three places, say.f
the I tabee Review.
Plans had been formulated for pome
time past to install n new generator
at the Oliver shaft, and yesterday afternoon Carlson, with the men under
his charge, commenced the work od
placing tlie new machinery. The new
piece of machinery was crated and It
was the intention to get It ready to
slide Into place before removing the
,
crate.
Carlson was directing the operations
and after getting the heavy load down
from the hill, where it had been placed
temporarily, the master mechanic took
a hand in the actual work, tearing that
some of the machinery which was in
acual operation might If an Inexperienced man were guiding the end nearest the bed on which the generator
Everything went
was to be located.
well until the workmen weie just In
the act of sliding the generator on Its
pedestal when a roller slipped, and
Carlson, who was between the
of machinery and those parts
that were revolving at an enormous
speed, was thrown from his feet. Had
was
It not been that the generator
crated. Carlson would now undoubtely
one
of
although
the
be dead, because
boards In the side of the crating broke
his left leg In three placea, the corner
which struck the ground first acted as
a lever to hold the weight a few Inches
above the body.

j

KIBBEY FOR CLARK
FOR NEW GOVERNOR
I'ndersKHsl That I'resent Governor
mid Chief JiiMlce Kndorsc Attorney
Ocnernl lor Kxcciithe t'lialr.
republican polltlcnl
It Is reported
circles that Governor Kibbey of Arizona and Chief Justice Kent, have endorsed Attorney General Clark to be
governor of Arizona upon the resignation of Governor Kibbey, say fi I'noc-nl- x
dispatch.
It Is stated that these indorsements
have already been forwarded to I'res;.
dent Itoosevelt. It Is no secret thüt
Klbber and Kent have reached on
among themselves that
the present attorney general is to
the present governor. As soon us
this understanding was reai'lml Attorney General (Mark began an hi live
campaign by letter writing to republican friends in the east, soliciting support. The boom for (Mark fo
has been launched quietly.
In

gov-fiM-

store-keeiKT-

-
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QIF.STION'
Uncle Josh once made the now fa
mous remark that there tire "lots of
funny things, daown on the farm
There are lots of funny things about
the coal business.
Coal, it is understood, used to he
he
$2. SO per ton at the mines of
American Fuel company. The figures
Till
per
Ht
$3.
ton.
now are said to be
is a great mystery,
but there are
others.
The freight on lump coal from Gal
Inn here is about $2.5 per ton, and
cents a ton to deit costs thirty-fiv- e
liver il. This makes the cost of
to the dealer, say, $ti.lO. Selliiif!
the ton at $7.:"i makes a profit ol
liut in addition to this
$1.40 a ton.
the ton bought at the mines is a long
or gross ton of 2,2 4 0 pounds. The
dealer sells a ton that contains or Is
supposed to contain 2,000 pounds.
Add to his profit the price of Ihe 210
pounds, or 35 cents, and his profit Is
? .73.

It is understood that on a rough
estimate the local dealers sell 2 50,000
tons of conl in a year in Albuquerque.
At a profit of $1.75 per ton this makes
the total gross profits $437,500. Split
this and each dealer makes gross profits of $218,700. Allowing on a liberal
of the coal is sold
estimate one-hato manufacturers at a profit of, say,
75 cents or a dollar per ton; this will
further t ut down the profit.
To be real generous, suppose we figure on a general profit of one dollar
per ton. and allow each dealer a
year's gross profits of $1 25.000.
The sale of kindling and mill wood
should pay the expenses and taxes.
At this rale each dealer should become a millionaire in eight years.
Jones, he pays the freight.
Lots of Interesting things In the coal
business.
It Is nlso understood that the railway company charges freight of $2.25
on lump coal and $1.75 on engine coal
from Gallup here. Why i lump coal
should be fifty rents harder to haul
than engine coal doeth not yet appear.
All this Is merely the mild wondcrlngs
Maybe there
of Ihe Common Geezer.
Is a reason for all these things. I!ut it
Is puzzling.
lf
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Miscellaneous

Arizona

Wants New Men

Rangers
But

Not

Necessarily Desperadoes,
There nre vacancies In the ranger
for Ihe Arizona rangers a;-lacking four men and Captain Wheel, r
Is willing to (ill the vacúneles on the
shortest possible notice. In fact, h"
Is extremely desirous of filling the
vacancies Immediately,
It has long been a general supposition that It Is necessary to lie n
"dead shot" to get on the force. However, this theory has been shot .full
of holes by the statement of Captain
Wheeler, who says that h
wants
straight, reliable men. Ho adds lhat
the shooting part of a ranger's duty
will be taught nulck enough.
It Is not to be supposed from these
statement
that there are no applications; such an impression Is very erroneous.
"We have had nppllcallons In great
number but the right men nre still
lacking," remarked Captain Wheeler.
Consequently the field Is still open
for any persons who wish to take a
taste of "wild west" life ond who can
come up to the iiuallflciitlons demanded by the ranger chieftain.
lils.'ilKSlng the recent lenort that
many stray horses were being found,
Captain Wheeler said that a bunch of
rangers will round up these horses
anil they will be returned lo their
rightful owners. It Is the general belief lhat mnny of thee horses hurdli d
fences and by this nieiuii got away
from their pastures.
Acting under the ranger captain In
the northern part of the territory Is
Lieutenant William Olds, who for-- 1
merly lived In Hantn Cruz county.
With a so,uart of Ave men he will g
Into the section of Aitzona beyond
the big Grand Canyon and endeavor
to rid Ihe country of the thieves nnd
cattle rustlers who Infest that section and who are really bnd men, nnd
who would not hesitate for nn Instnnf
to kill a ranger, If they wer offered n
chance.
for;'",
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APPEARANC E
Clever Little Weekly Published
This Year by Students of the
Agricultural College at Me-si- la
Park,
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JFOR SALE

CARDS.

ATTORNEYS.
BRYAN
Attorney at Law.
'

K. W.

JD.

'

Office In First National Bank Building
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
PHVSrCIANS A NT SrJKGKONB.
'
DR. CHAS. A. FRANK
Physician and Surgeon.
Special attention given to Skin,
y
Rectal nnd
diseases.
Hours,
a. m
5
p. m., 8 p. m.
Rooms 4 nnd 5, Harnett bldg.
DR. S. L. BURTON
Physician and Surgeon
Highland Office. 110 S. Walter atreat.
Albuq uerq ue, N. M. Phone N. 1 039.
-R. L. HUST
Physician and Surgeon
Rooms 6 and 8, N. T. Armljo Building
Albuquerqu c, New Mexico.
DRS SHADRACH & TULtr
Practice Limited
Eye, Ear, None Throat
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa F eoaat
lines. Office 313
West Oentrnl .ira.
Hours: 9 to 12 a.m.; 1:S0 to 6 p.m.
HOMEOPATHS.
DRS. RRONSON & BRONSON
Homeopathic
Physicians and Surgeon.
Over Vann's drug store. Phome:
Office and residence, 828. Albuquerque. N. M.
DR. V. M. SHERIDAN
Homeopathic
Physician and Surgeoat.
Occidental Life Building, AlbHqner-qu- e.
New Mexico. Telephone 88(1
VETEUINARV.
C.enlto-TJrlnar-

'

WM. B K LOEN

Veterinary.
Residence 40! 9. Edith.

Phone 405.

IMKNTIST8.

OR. J.

KRAFT
Dental Surgeen.
Rooms
Barnett Building. Phon
74 4.
Appointments made by mall.
iZ.

3.

ARCHITKCTS.

F. W. SPENCER
Architect.

RarjiettBulldín(r.
5?!JaT1lil.
ANSAYKRtS.

'

L

'
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Miscellaneous
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FOR SALE Cheap, one set revisen PITT ROSS
County Surveyor,
encyclopedia and dictionary. Suitable for scholars' use. Address hatters' Attorney before U. S. Uind Depart'
ment. Land Scrip for sale. Civil n
Gold and South Third.
l'"C.H
SALE Machine, bicycle and gunsmith iflneerlng.
shop In one of the leading cities of New Gold Ave., Opposite Morning Journal
good machinery and tools: owner
has to go east. Address (lunsmith, care
Morning Journal.
full SALE Horse and rubber tired runabout.
Inquire r,0ll 8. Walter.
FOIt SALE New GMiXSj-view camera;
fine lens, carrying case, tripod and thret
double plate holders; can be Been at Porter's. 212 S. Second street.
Mexico;

FO

1

ill uñkets,

S ALE

chd hTñí

DR. B. M. WILLIAMS
,i DENTIST "

books!

shoes; cheap; reason, departure; chance
for bargains; call mornlnga.
H, care of
Morning Journal.

rooms

21-2,- -..

itAiiMxr itri'i.nivfi

cine dining room tabic, one
sideboard, books and bookcaso at 410 S.
SANTA FE TIME TABLE.
Third St.
Edit SALE Two cottaiics nnd four corner
lota, cheap.
Klnster's Clkar Factory.
Full SALE The best general purpose
horse In the city, weighs 1,200 pounds.
Did W. Copper avenue.
Full SALE We hava aoiue good cows for
sale. A hers llrothers.
Foil SALE Hull terrier pups, bred from
the best Pitt stock 1.1 America. F. II.
Casey. Hex 1K.1, Las Cruces. N. M.
OCtleclive June lain.)
FOK SALE A good lop buggy for sale
From the JCuat
Arrive. Depart
cheap. N. W. Alger, 124 South Walter No. 1. Southern Cul. Exp
7:46 p
p
street.
tf No. 3, California Limited ....12.20 p Í:S
1:09 p
FOR
SALE Aermotov
windmills, tanks No. 7, North. .Cal. Fast Mall.. .10:GB p 12:45 p
and substructure. Wolklng & Bon, 707 No. . El P. & Mex. City
Exp..ll:4Gp 12:20a
North Eighth street, phone 1485.
tf
l'rom the We- stNo. 1, Chicago Fast Mall.
1:00 a 1:25 a
FOR RENT
Rooms
No. 4. Chicago Limited . .
t:C0 p (:20 p
No. 8. Chi.
Kan. City Exp.. 1:40 p 7:20 p
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
the Noulu
with use of bath; no aick. 410 East No. from
10, chl
Den.
K. C. Ex 4:30 a 7:00 p
Central ove.
No. 10
at Lamywlth branch train
FoTlí l É NT Two nicely furnished rooms. for Santaconnects
Fe and stops at all local points la
jPl)ly Hi! W. Hold avenue.
New Mexico.
ble
T. W. PURDT Aa.nL
Foil LENT Two furnished rooms-suitafor housekeeping.
Address 41.1 N. Sixth.
D. Eaklr Pres.
Chas. Mellnl, Peer
Foil KENT Two furnished connected front J.
O. Olomf, vice Pres.
O. Bachechl, Trass
roonis; heat bath and light. 42 S. Third.
Foil KENT Nicely f urnlsheil- -f ront-m- iim!
bath and use of parlor; no sick; 923 N.
Second.
Successors to Mellnl A EaVIn
FOR KENT Modern furnished roomsrea-soiinblc- .
IHVá W. Clold avenue.
and Bachechl
Oloml
WHOLESALE
DEALERS tS
Foil KENT Nice modern front ro.mi, reasonable.
One or two meals a day If de22 South Edith.
sired.
WINES, LIQUORS & CIGARS
Foil RKNT Furnlahod moms for light
housekeeping; furnish coal and wood for We handle everything- - In our Une.
304 West Cromwell.
t22 a monlh,
Write for Illustrated Catalogue and
Foil KENT Well furnished roonis with Price List, Issued to dealers only.
Infill, at the occidental Life Hulldlng,
Telephone 13a
corner Central and Iiroadway. No Invalids. CORNER FIRST HT. AVf
rnrPKR AVK
Addresa Dr. 1). K. Wilson.
Foil KENT Furnished roomsj pleasant
place; no sick. 422 N. Sixth.
Full KENT Room ill modern house; gentleman; no Invalids. 4111 S. Edith.
North Third Street
FOK K ENTPieasant furnished romñ7at
Dealers In
FOH

SALE

Consolidated Liquor

Go.

Toti & Gradi

501H. Third street.
Í5ROCKRIKS. PROVISIONS, GRAIN
ÑTceíy furnished room, J2 H. Hay a nil
Fuel. Fine linn of Imimrt.-Edith.
Iih'h, Million anil Clgin. Phut) your
ROOMS FOK RENT A few nicely furnished orders for tlilx linn
n
W(, UH.
rooms with use of bath, by ths week ol
month. No Invalids taken. Hotel Craig. A
FOR KENT

d

TVl.h BET OF TEKTII FOB

Silver Avs.
FOK KENT

Neatly

furnished rooms at
very low prices. Th La Vsta Rooming
House.
Ut West Lead aven us. Mrs. J.
Fleming.
tf Hold Crowns
FOIt KENT Modern rooms and board, $1
oíd Fllllnrs, upwards from
.tl.tt
per month. Mrs. Eva U Craig, lot I'ululess Kx tract Ion
South Second afreet, uusfalra.
All Work Absolutely Guaranteed.

FOR SALE
FOR

SALE

Modern

Real
II

room

DRS. COPP & PETTIT,

Estate

Boom IS, N. T. Armljo

house;

N.

Eleventh street; a bargain If taken this
week. See K. O. Price, 212 S. Second sired.
FOR SALE
modern teniae Tiríbí
Highlands. Call at 417 South Arno. Dr
Five-roo-

llulldln

a ii ii v o v io n v u k
i
Foundry and Machine Works.
It. T. Hall, Proprietor.

Wilson.
FOR SALE
location,
easy
Arrollo building.
FOR SALE

Iron and Brass Caatlnaa, Ora, Coal, and
frame, modern) gT.d Lumber Cars, Pulleys.
Grata Bare, Babblli
terms.
Kootn 9, N. T. Metal, Columns
and Iron Fronts for Build-i- n
Ks, ltepnlrs on Mlnlnr and
Mllllnr
new brick cottuge;
our specialty. FOtlNDIlT, East Hide
bath, electric lights, cement wnlka i,.w
of
Railroad
Track.
chbken yard; with or without fori.ii,..-,.AIIuiiueiiie. New Mlen
must be sold at once, leaving city. Owner
.

621 R.

Foil

,

.v.

PROFESSIONAL

First street.
Assayer, Mining & Metallurgical
ÍI its. RÜtTieUFOKD Is again doing all
Knglneer.
kinds of hair work. Call 617 South Broad609 West Fruit avenue. Postoffice Box
173, or at office of.F. H. Kent. 11 J
602 S.

"The Round-rp.- "
volume 1, No. 1,
published weekly by the students of
f",
the Ni'W Mexico College of Agrisulture
and Mechanic Arts at Mesilla Park, is
. '
,
i .
.
. .
Just out. The weekly Is one of the
i
i'
newsii'st and cleverest and breeziest
"'
J
'
r
'!
i.
college publications in the southwest
and Its editors are to be congratulated.
Justin R. Weddell Is managing editor
and George O. Ilelde associate editor.
The first number Is full of Information nnd good things in general. The Central Ave., and Second St.
following notes concerning the opening of the big Mesilla Park eohool are
of Interest:
1IOTKL
TIIF MOST
The college of 11)07-0- 8
was duly
Till'. CITY. Kl'N'ON IX'liO-I'KVopened with registration
ceremonies
PLAN.
on Tuesday, September .1.
Judging
from the size of the registration and
from the confusion, this is to be a recA. S. BARRETT, Prop.
ord breaking year for the college in
matters of attendance, if nothing else.
Nearly all of the old students are back,
Including the majority of last year's
graduating class, who have been reHENEY DOESN'T
tained as assistants In the various departments. The ol'lice of the Institution has been kept busy during the
pust two weeks making preparations
for both new and old .student who have
A
written for Information concerning
lodging and boarding facilities. The
great difficulty has been to find accommodations for all.
The "full
house"' sign was hung out early, nnd
ABOUT
later arrivals have taken to tents as a
last resort.
College Buildings.
Students returning this year have
been u Utile disappointed in finding
that nothing has been done In tho Terror of the Grafters Declares
construction of the new college buildings promised last spring. Plans have
Story of Candidacy for Atbeen drawn up and approved and the
ground cleared and everything Is ready
torney Generalship is News
as far as th. college Is concerned.
Through a misunderstanding, however,
to Him,
.'
the matter of Issuing the bonds was
referred to the department of the Interior at Washington nnd the overA telegram has been received In
crowded condition of that department Tucson from Francis J. Honey, the
has resulted In a tie-uThe authori- able assistant prosecutor of the graft
ties here nre ready to let the contract acses in San Francisco, saying: "I
as soon as word Is received authorizing know' nothing about newspaper stories
the sale of the bonds, and Oils Is ex- connecting my name with appointment
pected every day.
attorney general.
Lots to the south of the college have ai Tho telegram was addressed to n
been sold to members of the faculty friend In Tucson In answer to a query
who Intend to build upon them within ir there was any truth In the news
a year. President Foster Is at present paper
stories In Arizona saying In sub
putting up a temporary frame house stance that President
Roosevelt had
which he will occupy while his house offered the cabinet position to Heney.
is In process of construction.
PresiAn arrival from San Francisco last
dent Foster will not begin to build, week, who saw Heney before his dehowever, until the contracts for the parture, staled that Heney had re
college buildings have been let.
celved an Invitation from President
I'oOllNlll PriMH1'tS Itl'igllt.
Roosevelt to Join him In St. Louis Oc
n tober 1 and accompany
The prospects for football this
him down the
lire very good. All the players of Mississippi river as far as New Or- year
last
have returned with the ex leans. This Invitation, accord Ine to
ceptlon of Iiaviln. Hrown, Anderson, Heney's friend, has been accepted, but
and Miller, nnd with such men us
the object of the Invitation was not re
Forsyth, Love, Howard, and venled In the letter of the president
Carpenter to fill the vacancb s the sit- to the now famous
graft prosecutor.
uation looks encouraging.
as a demoFrank Heney was
year we began our season with crat In Arizona, butknown
Iist
tho news comes
only three of tho preceding year's from Frisco that recently he enrolled
players, but. with members of the sec- himself as a member of a republican
ond team ond some new material a club and has gone over to the opposlt
championship team was produced.
party. This would make his appointHd. Redding, the football captain, ment easier by Roosevelt, although
spent two months this summer In a latterlv the president has shown a distraining Institute In the east, where he position to break away from pnrty
took a course In athletics under Doc- lines In making his oppointments.
tor .Monllaw, former coach tit Drake Heney nays he knows nothing about
university and now nt Missouri uni- the matter, but the fact remains that
versity. He received Instruction and he will be a member of the
presidenInformation from him which will
tial party on the trip down the Misfool-babe of great value to the
ll sissippi in October,
Hiiuad this year. ,
Artiong the new students nre to be
I.AMK BAd.
noticed finite a number of husky lookThl in an ailment for which Chamber-laln'- a
ing chaps who should make good In
I'alh Halm haa proven eaiieclnlly valulootball. All men Interested lire urged able. In almoat every Inatnncfl It nfforiU
lo come nut for practice, and those prompt anil permanent relief. Mr. Luke
who Intend to piny will do well to sen LaOiaime of Oranxe, Mich., saya of It:
"Afor ualtiK a pbiater find other remedlea
Captain Heil ling about suits.
week for n had lame back, I
Announcement of first practice will for threen botlle
of Chamberlain I'nln llalm,
appear on the bulletin board. Watch and two applications
effected a cure." For
for it
Mile by all driiKKlata.
The grand stand has been cleaned
nnd put In good order. Owing to thj
I.Ike (.rami Oiwril.
strenuous work done this summer on
"Do you think kissing Is a comthe golf course which crosses the field. edy?"
asked the bashful young man.
all the weeds have been trampled
"No, Indeed," replied
the pretty
down and the field Is In fairly good girl.
"I think It Is an opera."
shnpe. though a Utile chopped up,
"An opera? And why?"
The football goals will be up soon nnd
O
T '""nH,l It "'.. nlu.n,.. ,
win pe put iruinie or tnn
runnlngLj.- """,7r,l'i
I .k
T
making
year,
track this
Ihe football,
field extend a few feet farther north
Nervy.
than before,
A purist he,
A rustle she.
Sick lleodnrhe.
J"
His nerve were somowlmt torn
Thla rilaease la canard br A ilerana-emenj
"
,
... , ,.- When she did. rnjr
nut, k u"f, he nniniwr- ..ion, i,,
'
lain
Tn nitlevs Way, .
Hiomacli and Liver Tablets in correct
'
III
thla llaorder and the ab k hefldacha
"Tes,' Harold, I nm yourn."
dlaappear. For aala by all druiftlatt,
Washington Herald.
' '
.

Dwellings

FOR RENT

cles; lnrife hay loft and corral. Address J.
J.. Morning Journal.
FOH KENT
house with lawn and
lnrife barn. Addresa 413 South Broadway.
FOH RENT Two or threa room nouses,
WANTED Help ut I lie Navajo Hotel.
furnished or unfurnished. W. V.
Man anil wife to go to Ali;o
WANTED
602 South Second street
ilones; man to look after stock and wlfo
to Hij housework,
ülü K. Second Street.
WANTED Two unfurnished rooms with
bath and hoard in private family, must
he clone In and modern.
Address Hex
WANTED Young lady for office
14, City.
work; one with experience preWANTED Elderly lady wishes position In
Apply Jaffa Grocery Co.
small family as housekeeper or In wid- ferred.
.
H.. Journal.
WANTED
At the Economist, experienced
ower's home.
aaleawoman In Millinery department.
WANTED An unfurnished 5 or 6 room
house; must he In good neighborhood and WANTED éürls to work In book bindery.
IL H. Lithgow, Journal building.
modern; no children or Invalids in family.
Address K. P. Smith, Post Office Inspector,
WANTED cíood Kii'l for general hotiHework..
city.
Mra. Samuel ' Neustadt, .610 West Copper
WANTED I. ruber teams to haul lumber Avenue.
from our mill In Cochltl Canon 'o Do- WANTED
Girl for general housework, Ap- mingo, 22 miles; pood roads and good waply 21 C N. Ninth.
ter. Address DomliiKo Lumber Co., ThorntWANTED Ladles d siring Millinery at less
on.- V. M.
than coat to call on Miss Crane, C13 North
Millinery and dressmaking
Second street
Parlors; also apprentice aunted.
LOST AND FOUND
A certain
WANTED
number of boarders
LOST Letween Fifth and Central and the
pay your fixed expenses; every one above
courthouse, leather covered note book with that number pays you a profit; you ran al"Paul S. fledrlck, Leavenworth Times, " ways keep the number right by using the
embossed on cover; rewurd If returned to want columns of the Morning Journal.
this office.
I.oST .Small lapis lazuli brooch.
Finder
MISCELLANEOUS
please return to the office and receive re
Felix Lester, Room 6, First Nat'l
ward.
STHAYED Strayed, one
Hank Tililir.
mare;
sorrel
branded ,T. 1. on left hip; white feeet
and apot In forehead; small aore on each
GRAND CENTRAL HOTEL, aide of neck': finder return to E. W. Fee.

j

Captain of

West Central Avenue

303 4

WANTED Stenographer. Stale sal
ary and whether owner of machine.
It., care Journal.
WANTED Laundress to take wash- Ing home. Apply 600 North Fourth.
WANTED
Workby day; washing
ironing and house cleaning. Maggie
Trimble, 21 West Tijeras road.

p.

I

Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parta of the world.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Rooms 3 and 4, C3rant Bldf.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.

Third streeet.

WANTED

ROUND-UP- "

MAKE

WAHTiiu nanos, nousanoia (onda, ato.
stored safely at reasonable ratea. Phona
540.
The Reeui.ty Warehouse A Improvement Co. Officea In the Grant Block. Third
street and Central avenue.

Property Loans

Persona!

STORAGE

m

r

WANTED Three
first class carpenters.
Apply A. W. Hayden, 413 West Copper
i.
avenue,
WANTED1 Stokers at the gas plant Apply

:

ox
statistics
OAli
'I'll

tin-to-

new-piec-

Da,lry.

Mrs. Dolores Samaniego, widow of
the late M. G. Samaniego, of Tucson,
has been appointed administratrix of
the estate. As there are no children
and as no will was made, the widow
Is the sole heir.
It is conservatively estimated that
the estate is worth $25,000. A bond
of $10,000 was required from Mrs.
Samaniego.
The estate consists largely of real
estate and mining property. The deceased had valuable real estate holdings In Tucson, as well as in the
county. He also owned a number of
mining properties of
considerable
value.
The deceased was one of Ihe best
known pioneeis In the territory, and
his death a. little more than a week
ago came as a great shock, although
It had been known for some time that
h.e was Buffering from an Incurable
malady. It will be remembered that
Albuquerque relatives attended
the
funeral.

"THE

IT

mSM
fl'i, Ja&p

If

American Lumber Company.
On
Pianos, Organs, Horses,
WANTED- - General merchandise clerk re- Wagona and- - other Chattels; also on
"
27;
position
once.
good
quires
Aka
at
Salaries and Warehouse Receipts, as
married: near railroad preferred. Apply C. low as $10.00 and ua high aa $160.00.
Wag-o.1. Canning.
Mound, N. M.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
WANTED All round butcher; for full in private.
Tims: One month to one
formation correspond with Turner
year given. Goods to remain In your
Ground, East I.as Vefras, N. M.
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Apply Matthews
WANTED Two milkers.

bus, Ohio, Jü.tíü.

MASTER MECHANIC HAS
VERY NARROW SQUEAK

!

Mas.

Widow of Well Known Pioneer of
Arizona Who Had Hclntlves In Albuquerque Apiiointcd AdiiiinlHtra-tri- x
of the
uiti.

Should. Be Millionaires In Eight
Years, The Common Geezer's
Speculations as to Those
Moderate Profits,

ly

u.'-ce-

--

i,

SAMANIEGO ESTATE IS
VALUED AT $25,000

Kemp, the popular news agent on
Nos. k und 10, from I a Junta to
has been translcrred to
Nos. 7 and 8, between here and Needles.
J'. Walsh, general baggage agent of
the Santa Fe system, with headquarter .at Topeka, spent yesterday In the
A Heir of I lie Head.
city. Inspecting the hxal baggage
The father had gone away and left
room.
his only son In charge of the shop.
"Are you the head of the firm?"
at
II. II. llreese, section foreman
asked n man with a sample case, enHorace. U off on a thirty day leave tering
the establishment.
of absence. Wlllnn Hanson Is taking
"No, sir," remarked the young man
rare of hN position during hh ub- - with
great urbanity.
"I'm only the
''
renca.
heir of lha head!" Exchange.
Meyers,
and
timekeeper,
Frank
Irsf.
's
Ixn'si ortlz. invoice clerk In the
"Is he Intelligent find well In- oflke, leave tonight for Kan formed
?"
Francisco and lxs Ange Its on a two
"Is he? Why, he's been summonweeks' vacation.
ed as a tulesmun a dozen times atol
got on a Jury yet." rtilladel-phl- a
J. 'W. Whlteford. general round never Ledger.
westFe
Oje
Huilla
house Inspector of
ern grand division, with Mrs. White- A Habit.
ford, visited Isleta yesterday, taking
So precious has time grown of late
the dance there.
Men cannot stop, we've heard,
To mildly say "prevaricate"
A cinder cur Jumped th
track at
They want a shorter word.
the round house engine Jilt yesterday
Washington Star.
afternoon and the wrecking crew had
lo be called out to place the car on
the track again.
LADIES CAN WEAR SHOES
llorry Farrall, chief engineer at the nne si is smatlor flr ustnf Allen's Tool-Kcishops,- has been busy passing the
a pow.ur lo be shakon Into lha shora
gar about lately as result f a nine-pou- It makes llshf or new shoo feel easy:
rsllef to corns ami bunions. It a Ihe
Instant
girl left at jiis home on John
iMimforl
dlsenverr of the at'.
street Monday by the stork.
Koot-KIs a certain curs for red,
Allen's
feel. Al all druggist
a.
hnl,
hln
aweailni,
H. C. Overatreet, special agent of the
and shoe alores. He. Han't accept anr eub- H'iiitn Fe Mlice, Ixiween lialliip and adlute. Vor rKBsJ trial packma. also, Kre
CoimIc-IMwIinrcctl.
Wlnslow on the coast lines, spent yes Hemple of lha KtxT fclAHK
Four ponvlcis were dlseharged yesnew Invention, address Alien S.
lerday In the city visiting hi family.
,
T,
Um
!
terday from the territorial penlien- Hf, N.
Mr. Overlreet wh transferred lo ne Olmsted,
1.

ijovni

niBS-HKt-

THE COAL MAN AND HIS

rs

Kltno D.

JOURNAL CLASSIFIED ADVERTISE!! lENTSj

D WAWTFnMolfl
UPI
tlary, having served their terms of ImM mi i uw
mutv
iik.ib.i
prisonment. All were from i Colfax WAVpRUT'lerk and
boy. In'
county and were sentenced to serve
quire Western Union Telegraph Company,
one year and a day each. Those re'janitor."
A
Man must be handy
leased and the crimes of. which they WANTED
with tools.
Address T.,
Uood wages.
were convicted, are as follows:
Journal Office.
William Allen, larceny; Arthur Da WANTED At the Economist, younK n
vis, forgery; J. O. Slade, larceny; and
of about 17 years, as bundle wrapper.
George O'Neill, larceny.
WAÑ T E
between"
andf T6

LADDER

PROSPEROUS

i"

1

mrm u i,. vi nn pur prapirmpni.

7.5011

10

t

IS&Bft

"lT

etel-den-

i

1

inrti ire frcirt rte rprv little if nvtattlA
noi these days. TUcy prefer strong tonics
and alteratives. This is all in keeping with
modern medical science. It explains why
Ayer s barsapanlla is now made entirely
free from alcohol. Ask your doctor.
ws have no seerets We publish J.C.ArsrCO..

GOAL HAS GONE

Helper Crushed to Slin- Kngine ami
lar Another Hum

Machinist'

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO

'

Albutiuerque yenterday.

SEPTEMBER 5, 1907.

5

Central

avenue.

i Í bough! soon" improved alfalfa and fruit ranch ..t a
room cottage; North 12th. ne.e i,iin
H ÁT.

E

C h ea p

....

Arthur E. Walker
lili

IlN"nT.

llnií

Rewfnry Mutual

AiMoHiiflon.

IMiona

65.

1 17 Mi West Central
School. F. J. McMullen, Albuquerque.
venue.
Foil SALE A anap 'TfHimframa house)
modern, In a fina location In
all furnished. Pilca 2.oo. Imnbnr's
FOR SALEA flva room house,
i.oi";;
light room house, latter furnuh,! ... ....
a
furnished, both modern; close In; cheap this
A tin, Put aim ttiMsTv fcr ummw M
week; also two seated cnrrlaga, nearly new
MOWR TO Mil. n.f.i
Inquire &2S Hast Central avenue.
JV.irtK.uu.
mi isuaUMiili'
fot)!.
or H'lttrt K'fiiiiilf-4- .
Haul ftriat4
W 9UM K'
FOR SALE A flv.-rooi. WiM mn4
tarlck b,..,. tV.
irtl, b id for
i
h
sUtufW-r
if
rr,
ntjtfis!
ntahrd, on South Itroaflwar: modern: iih
4m Mt
rltrt.
títmm tcHtl jour snoWr i Iter ,
fea
, ((1
stable, chicken house and yard. This place
UNITED MCDIRALCO..BOI 74.
t
has threa Iota;
nba shade trees Price
li.iOO.OO.
Inqulra DUNBAR, Corner (lold
avsnu and Third Street,
if Sold In Albuqutrqut by tot L tf. O'RclUy Co.

pills:
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Finally Dies' at Hospital Witlt-o- ut
Regaining Consciousness
Leaves a Wife and Child in
Old Mexico,
The Mexican laborer struck and fa
tally Injured by the California limited
Tuesday afternoon upon the Rio
Grande bridge near Isleta,- was
terday Identified as Pontino Rodriguez, of Morales, Mex.
'
Rodriguez came to Albuquerque ten
days ago with three other Mexicans,
all necking employment.
Failing to
get work here, they all went to Raton,
and falling to secure work at the Uate
City, they returned to Albuquerque.
Mondny night they learned that the
Holmes Supply company, which has an
office at Isleta, wanted laborers. They
started Tuesday morning to walk to
iHleta to apply for work there.
The quartet had just reached the
bridge, and the three were In the lead
with Rodriguez in the rear. When the
whistle of No. 3 was heard the foremost of the men sprang to one side,
hanging over the river by holding on
to the ties.
Rodriguez made a move as to follow
their example, but suddenly
stopped, panic stricken, and walked
towards the approaching train. Before
he could have crossed more than five
ties, the pilot of the engine struck him.
His body was caught on the pilot and
carried across , the bridge, where it
was taken off and placed in the baggage car and carried to Isleta.
The three companions of the unfor
tunate man spent yesterday att Isleta
making inquiries as to how their
friend was and evidently on account
of the sorrow they manifested ove'
the accident, they were not told that
Rodriguez had died.
One of the men declared that Rod
rlguez had. 'a wife and baby living In
Morales, and came to the United States
hoping to earn money for his wife and
child.. The Santa Pe authorftles ex
pect to communicate with Mrs. Rodri
guez this week, informing her of the
death of her husband.
All the evidence obtained Indicates
that Rodriguez came to his death from
his own carelessness. The Santa Fe
surgeons worked untiringly to save his
lite, but the several hours that he laid
at Isleta without medical attention
had weakened the Injured man so that
when medical skill was finally used it
was too late.
Rodriguez will be buried here by
Undertaker Strong at the expense of
the county.
-

"

COUNTY SCHOOLS
GOOD WORKING

III

Shelf Hardware,

.

203 West

Central

Avenue

LAWN MOWERS,
REFRIGERATORS,
GARDEN TOOLS.

GROSS,

Wholesale Merchants
)

Wool,' Hides and Pelts
a Speelulty.

ATiftTTQTtKRQtTK

The Cosiest Drug Store Bctweea Denver and Loa Angele.

MAIL ORDERS

We have just received the
new Fall styles in Rugs,
comprising all the latest

patterns in
ROYAL

W. K,

Iji

WILTON,

I

204
W.

CAREFULLY

ART SQUARES,

Comfort Goods

Etc.

LINOLEUM
est ever shown
jity.

in

this

Come and examine our
stock and we will see that
you save money by buying
your fall needs from us.

SUOIIT DAMAGE 1IKUF, OX
HANKS OF THE KIO I1HAVO
The dyke work along the Rio
Grande north of the lialeras bridge Is
being strengthened
where It was
slightly weakened and damaged by the
recent torrential rains. At one place
CARPETS
FURNITURE,
north of the bridge the river got over
un riu ,i i, rviiii-ii- i ami nivitut'u tt litiK'.T
and DRAPERIES.
airana iielti belonging to a native resident, destroying a large portion of the
crop. Yesterday about seven native
303-31- 0
W. Central Ave.
laborers were busy cutting trees and
hauling them from near Atrlsco to the
break.
On the north side of the road leading west from the bridge the. land la
.iiroHis.
full of mudholes and stagnant water (Scene Rural district near Hucks-por- t,
caused by the overflowing of an aceMaine.)
quia which had been opened to IrriHunter to School Hoy Ts there
gate a meadow, the rains washing out anything to kill around these parts.
the ditch and sending a flood of water
School Hoy Yes; try a shot at the
over the landscape.
"Miotic" muster.

Albert Faber
.

EXTRA

tho time tn mnke up yuur bid comforts
.Now
for the winter.
We will plnre on nle tills week
a good calico Hint will mnke good outside covering
comforts,
for
rod ground wltht Murk fltcurfs and
trlpf. This g.HHl cannot be duplicated for hn
price tlint we di1 It for .this week. If you expect
to mnke any comforts this fall, now l
your
Chance to buy the material for less than the regular prices, tills week only, tho yard
Bo

Work Has Begun in Five Districts With Prospects for a
Successful Year,
District school has begun In five of
the Hernalillo county district with
prospects for the year ahead.
Four teachers are at work in Harelas,
three In San Jose, the adjoining district, while three are employed in Old
Albuquerque, two in Duranes, and two
in Ia Labera, the more recent and
much more elegant name for what Is
The
generally known ns Dogtown.
enrollment Is generally satl.stactory,
showing a gratifying Increase in B.i- relas and San Jose, although In Old
Albuquerque the attendance Is somewhat decreased over closing time last
year. Other districts will open their
schools in a short time and generally
throughout the county there will be a
full term of school. The districts are
all In better condition than ever before. The grade of teachers has been
materially advanced, buildings are In
good condition and the county schools
are being placed on a first class working batls.

ENGINES IN

THE
N

THE
We

g

S

Tomatoes

LOCAL SHOPS

5

Estancia Facilities Inadequate
to Handle New Larger Engines Secured From the El
Paso and Southwestern,
As the Santa Fe Central
railway
shops at Estancia are unable to make
complete repairs upon certain loco
motive machinery, the Santu Fe shops
here are to tuke charge of a large
amount of the Central' work.
E. M. Peden, superintendent of
power on the Santa Fe Central,
and formerly nn assistant foreman In
the machine shops here, spent yesterday at the local shops having a large
number of foiglngs and other work
done.
The Estancia shops are small, being
built and equipped to make repair
upon only small locomotives.
During
the last few months the Santa Fe Central has leased a number of locomotives from the El Paso and Southwestern, larger than the old ones.

are taking orders

for those little preserving tomatoes. A
pound, only

I

New Mexico.

W. Central Ave.

Comfort Hlr.B Cotton Halts, II pounds In roll, fine
clear full bleached Cotton, roll opens to size of
comfort, the roll
70,,
Oood clear Cotton Halts, In one puund rolls, full
bleached cotton, an extra k I cotton, for the
r"u
20c
Same Cotton Halts as above In
d
rolls,
th
roll
juc

Col-

Be

each

make them Extraordinary Bar-

Bookkeeping
Blanks. 7M.xl2' Inches. Pressboard
Covers, cut flush, flexible, title stamped on side,
3i! pugs, ruled double entry, Ledgers.
Iay Book

HO

leaves,

6x9

each

Inches,
fifi

Be

Composition nook. Old Olory. stiff back, mounted
picture of Flag on cover. Hit) pages good quality
So
white woven paper, each

them

each

60

.

and Journal, each

that sell regularly at
To close

!;

Inches, (rood Ink paper,
'
6e

Stenographers' Note Books, red line,

for

Lead Pencils, natural polish, nickel tip with rubber eroser, medium soft lead. The Best Pencil on

lc

earth for, each

out we have placed the price at

Itose Finished !.ead Pencil, nickel removable clamp
Bo
cup, rubber, 2 for

9c

hexagon
finish.
Commerce Lead Pencil, Black
shape, (lilt tip with rubber.
This is a first class
Bo
l'encll, with yood soft smooth lead, each
Lead Pencils, by, inch lead divider for
architects, draughtsmen, artists, mechanics and
children: a handsome, useful and reliable
article, although of Ingenious mechanism. It can
Vie
manipulated easily and readily by a child; II
Sfic
extra leads with each; each
Compass

school

Lot

number two consists of

those that sell for 35c to 60c.

Boys' Suspender Waists

Rye Shades, handy lightweight eye shade, made uf
very tine dark green celluloid, perforated top, elastic back, light as a feather, an Ideal eye shade,

each

20c

each

IO

.,

Kneaded Hubber Krnser. can be kneaded Into any
ibslti'd shape; unexcelled for cleaning drawings;
will erase without injuring the surface of ttie pa-

Skeleton

Waists for rtoys. a perfect pants and
drawers supporter, and acts as a brace at the same
lime, novel and useful, no tuitions to sew on, no
washing; all sizes, cacti
;nn

per,

Be

each

drawing
lirawlng Crayons, superior w
six assorted colors In fancy slide box, 4
Indies long; pencils enameled same color as lead,
Be
the liux
Pen Holders anil Pens, glass finished pen holder,
cork or metal tips, fancy col.ua, with une pen
crayons,

Now is your

Silk Windsor Ties for hoys' wear. In Surah und
Taffeta Silks.
Ulue nnd While
checks,
while
ground Willi large blue, red ami Mack polka dots.
duck and while Shepherds plaid.
plain white,
brown, blue, pink and yellow; all full width and

chance to buy a

Be
each
Bo
Bed or Black Ink. the bottle
Fountain Pena, UK gold plated point, hard rubber
barrel and cup, screw section. 'I'll Is' is a good
60c
pen, with tiller, each

point,

Pretty Collar at much less than
half the regular price.

length; each

cents

8x12

price on each lot, that will

The price of which will be,

i.

72 leaves,

Typewriter Paper, Fine White Linen Paper In letter
ami legal size, unruled, light or heavy weight.
This Is a strictly first class paper, 24 sheets

25c and 35c.

needle machine, improved buttonholes.
Kacli button has
hi Itches, maklm? it thoroughly secure.
With safety pin tube which prevents tile cloth from
being torn
lien attached to the undergarment;
all sizes from
to 13 years, each
lile
The Niutarefh Waist.
We stand back or every
Nazareth Walxt that we sell, We can do this because the manufacturer stands back of us. Never
yet heard of n Nuzarctli Waist going wrong, but
if ever one does turn out badly wo want to know
hnont It. We'll quickly and cheerfully give you
another In Its sti ail. So w hen you buv a Nazareth,
Waist you take no rlKk.
You may depend upon
litem being Just what is claimed for them
g
sallsfailloii-givlngarment for hoys and
1
In li years of uge. Kach
Kills front
2Jc

D.

Tablets,

lars into two lots; placing a

of Collars

Children's Tlleaclied Knit I'nderwnlsts, made from
the best
ynrn. The tapes are sewed
on by the I'nloii Special Double Lock Stitch, four

S Second

Ink Tablets. In Note. Packet and Letter size, ruled
Kxtra good values at. each
and unruled.
Be, ltte, and IBc

La-

gains. Lot number one consists

Children's Knit Underwaists

i;

l'encll Tablets. Cx9 Inches. 300 to S50 pages of
good quality Pencil Paper, ruled. The Best Peirrtl
.
,
80
Tablet on earth for, each

have divided all of our

dies' Lace and Ebroidered

205

School Supplies

THIS

Examination Tablets.
each

'BOATRIGHT,

Phone
1013.

Mr

canning.

Per box,

cents

75

BOYS' PATENT STILTS GIVEN AWAY WITH

The Monarch

$10 WORTH OF BOYS' MERCHANDISE.

Grocery Co.,

307 W. Central Ave.
Phone 80.

IF

YOIT

WAXT

Go
On Dutchess Woolen Trousers

write

YOU MAY BUY A PAIR OF

TROUSERS
R

PAIR.
lO Cent

'

.

$1.00 ,

Button,
.

yon a WKITTI.X
Vh
with every
have them in all sl.es and all
prices.
Wo

WOOL

. FOR EVERY SUSPEN-DEBUTTON THAT COMES OFF WE WILL PAY YOU TEN
CENTS. IF YOU RIP THEM IN THE SEAT OR ELSEWHERE
WE WILL PAY YOU ONE DOLLAR OR GIVE YOU A NEW

Parker

Lucky
Curve

DUTCHESS

AND WEAR THEM TWO MONTHS

smooth anil cany ami
fingers,

don't leak nor soil your
buy a

William M. Cote, nn employe of the
Santa Fe shops, find aMIsh Lena
I
Faber, one of the clty'H bent known
yountf women, were married Umt night
by Hev, J. C Hollina, nt the home of
the. bride on New York avenue. Mis
Myrtlo Faber, Mister of the bride wan
bridesmaid and her brother, Goorirn
Faber, best man.' They left last nlicht
on No. 7 for the west on a honeymoon
trip of about six week". The bride,
who has been n clerk In the office of
the electric light company, Is a very
popular young: lady, a graduate of the
chool and the University of!
IllKh

FOR

Spelling

We

Fountain
Pen

loen

117

Also 25 pound boxes
of the large ones for

YOUNG PEOPLE
Manager McDermott Will Have POPULAR
GIVEN GOOD SEND OFF
Large Signs Placed Along
the Railroad for the Benefit Friend of Mr. Cole nixl Ilrlde Succeed
Couple Cordial That
In (.Iving Wedded
of Tourists.
ami Noisy I'lircwt-l- l at Mulloii.
T. C. McDermott, proprietor of the
Faywood Hot Springs, near Demlng,
N. M arrived In the city yesterday
on
from the eust, where he has been Ina vacation and business trip In the
terests of the springs.
resort Is very
, ','HuKlnew nt, the
said Mr. McDermott last night.
"The uprlngs are without doubt th
best to lie found In the territory and
'sick
their beneficial effects for bothproven
mid well people have been
many times over. To prevent the people of New Mexico and others from
loigettlng about the place, I have contracted for a number of large signs
to be erected along the M.tnta Fe railroad from Silver City to Albuquerque,
and El Paso. On each sign will be
painted n large view of the resort,
which will be Illuminated at night for
the benefit of truvelers on passing

SPECIAL

WEEK ONLY

Windsor Ties

SMI1A FE CENTRAL

...

WILLIAMS DR.UG CO

I

Cotton Batts
Our stock of printed and
inlaid linoleum is the larg-

CaJl Up Telephone 789

MAC IKE!

i

VELVET,

TAPESTRY BRUSSELS,

J

Whenever you want your Prescriptions filled promptly and accurately --or
Hurry.
it you want DHVGS and MEDICIXKS sent up to your bouse tn

BLUE FRONT.

Gold!

BRUSSELS,

Eftamelware,

Cutlery,

TENTS, WAGON COVERS,
RANCH SUPPLIES,
GARDEN HOSE. POULTRY NETTING,

FILLED.

FOX, Secretary and Manager.

AXMINSTER,
BODY

i

Isa UNV

THE MOST POPULAR BECAUSE THE BEST.

J. H. O'RIBLLY COMPANY

wind that blows nobody

I

Winona Wagons, McCormick Mowers and Harvesters

T,AS VFOAS

Try a Morning Journal Want Ad

good and in New Mexico It's a fine
rain storm that does nobody harm.

The rain of the past few days have
been of Inestimable value to New Mexico, and particularly to the farmers in
the dry farming districts and to the
range, but the rain has done a certain
amount of damage and should it con
tinue at the present rate it is likely to
ao much more, especially r the lover
Rio Grande valley. Prom Las Crucos
south the river is a raging torrent,
lookging as dangerous as is cus
tomary in the spring days when the
snow water is coming down. The damage thus far has been heaviest near El
Paso, where the stream has shifted
its bed so often of late as to occupy
country.
most of the surrounding
Work on the diversion dam near Las
Cruces has not been stopped by the
high water but it has been seriously
interfered with, and while no damage
has been done to the work already
done, It is feared that a continuation
of the high water will mean serious
'
delay.
El Paao and Las Cruces in a recent
campaign raised funds and built a
town. The road will have to be practically rebuilt, and, according to present conditions it will have to be moved
to higher ground if it is to be of permanent usefulness, unless it Is protected by a long line of expensive
dikes. The road Is under water at
many points and big gaps have been
washed out of It by the tricky river.
Some farming land has been flooded,
and while the loss to crops has not
been very heavy thus far, much inconvenience has been caused. For several days past the river has been at
danger line just above El Paso and
it has been necessary to keep large
forces of men constantly at work on
the dikes to prevent Hooding of a considerable district on the American side.
On the Mexican side the government Is
working a large force of men and a
steam shovel, strengthening the defensive works.

KELLY & COMPANY

51,75,82,50, S3,00; $3,50

and

$4,00

sclvo

i;i'AU'H:K

In pite of various precautions, the
muny friends of the bride nnd groom
succeeded In giving them u noisy fare,
well at the home and when No. 7
F. J. HOUSTON COMPANY
pulled out for the west last night. l
Í05 HUNT TEXTUAL AVK.
shoes, rice, cowbells, buzx hhwh nnd
In
were
of
torture
Instruments
other
train"."
the noise which greeted
Mr. McDermott returns to Faywood evidence and pnlr
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this morning.
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L Washburn
The Home of the Dutchess

in

Albuquerque.
2J

KV-I-

1

v

Between R. R. and Copper Aves.

and 117 North First Street

IN

eavy Rains of Past Ten Days
Have Caused River to Rise
and Roar as in the Days of
Melting Snows,
It's an
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DRUGGIST

THE EL PASO 'DISTRICT

IS FONTINO RODRIGUE

Mar-

Pnlrt.

B. RUPPE
. 4v

MUCH DAMAGE DONE

Is

r)

8i MM3Q

EAABE

I

DE.U.EB IN FRESH AND MALT MEAT
Samara a Specialty

For Cattle and Hogs the Biggest

5, 1907.
--

THE WM, FARR COMPANY,

n bo

MAN STRUCK' ON BRIDGÉNV

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

iir.

JunrilWw.ii

THE ALBUQUERQUE
we were told that the president had been asked to assist in arranging a peace program.
In at least three important states,
then, a lively factional shindy la in
progress.
Some
republicans may
think It safe, upon the hypothesis that
Mr. Bryan will lead his party again
next year, and ' that, they assume,
means another republican walk-ove- r.
Maybe.
But tha,t chick Is not yet
Figuring on the desired
hatched.
weakness of the enemy Is not the
Matmost Intelligent campaigning.
ters today are In a formative state.
Mr. Bryan may be the candidate, but
may not be as weak next year as now.
Suppose a change should occur, making him stronger, or Inducing him to
give way for a man popular with both
factions .of his party. What sort of
'sure thing" would the republicans
have after their bear pit exercises
among themselves, with Mr. Foraker
"laid out" in Ohio, and New York and
New Jersey faction rent and showing
bloody noses?

other day
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I'llOGHESS OI" PROHIBITION.
the unexpected that happens.
And according to that philosophy we
may not think It strange that after all
these years of agitation and effort
throughout the northern and eastern
Mate In favor of the nuppresinn of
the liquor traffic, that end Is really
going to be gained first in the Bouth.
a section from which nothing In that
Coming
line had been expected.
hadows before,
their
events cant
and the nhdow of prohibition Ih already distinctly visible over a considerable number of the southern states
The next one to go "dry" will probably be Missouri, and yet those who
knew that slate, as It was only a few
years ago, would have placed such a
result In the mopt conspicuous place
hopelessly Improbable
among the
events. Hut It Is coming, and that
very soon. Nearlv half the counties
have already adopted It, and the most
of the others are ready to follow.
Only a few days ago the Kansas
City Journal, In speaking of the fact
that Governor Folk had placed hlm-eel- f
at the head of the prohibition
movement, characterized his action ns
a political trick. Hut that only gives
additional 'force to the main fact In
the case. Politician never play tricks
for the purpose of catering to the minority, and especially In the ense of
-something to Hrlnk." Hence, when
the politicians make themselves conspicuous on the dry side you may
safely set It down as settled beyond
a peradventure. that dry Is the popular condition. And, Indeed, our Kansas City neighbor admits this, and a
little further on In the same article
it says:
"However', the brewers, or any other body of men. might as well try to
turn back the tides of the ocean as
to stem the tide of prohibition In Missouri, tine Is Just as resistless as the
other, and while one proceeds from a
physical law, the other arises from a
law of morals which Is Inevitable, although slow and less dearly defined
The growth of the
In Its operations.
prejudice, as ll Is called, against the
liquor Interest really being against
the liquor and not necessarily the 'interest' is largely a matter of popular education. The public schools, as
well as nearly every other institution
of learning, with their diagrams anil
charts, are teaching every day a dearer understanding of the harmfulness
of alcoholic drinking. If there were
nothing else, that Influence alone,
working like yeast In the minds of the
boys and girls of the nation, would
eventually be as sure In Its effects as
water constantly dropping oif a stone;
the people as a whole would ultimately come to regard alcohol as an enemy and treat it as such."

It

U

i.n;kh

Recognizing the fact that Mr.
Lowell has for several years
given more study to the planet Mata
than any other astronomer has, the
editor of "Nature" recently asked him
the
to Indicate what he considered
most Important results of this year's
Mr. Lowell confines
observations.
himself to his own work, conducted at
Flagstaff, and It Is no more than
proper that He should do so, because
his telescope Is probably the oniy
large one In the United States which
has been trained on Mars with anything like regularity during the last
few months. The Lick telescope seems
to have been otherwise engaged, and
the Washington and Yerkes observatories were too far north for advantageous use at the recent opposition.
On the latest occasion for fruitful
scrutiny the planet did not rise as far
above the southern horizon as it sometimes ('.oes.
It seems that practically everything
which Mr. Lowell reports seeing this
year has been seen before. The appearance and disappearance of the
polar patches, nhenomena which are
closely associated with the alternation
of Martian winters and summers, and
which may be due to the formation
and melting of snow, were mentioned
In text books on astronomy a generation ago. The straightness of the
"canals," the changes In their visibility from time to time and their arrangement In an elaborate network
when most numerous and distinct
were reported by Schlaparelll, of Milan, before Mr. Lowell turned his attention to them. The Italian had even
suspected that there was some relation between the corning and .going of
these fine lines and the succession of
the seasons. Hence 'Mr. Lowell's discovery that the return of the "canals"
Is a sequel of the shrinking of a polar
cap merely confirms a supposition
though In
previously entertained,
strengthening the theory he hus performed useful service.
An even more valuable feature of
this year's work at Flagstaff Is the securing of photographs of the "canals."
Little or no testimony such us these
pictures furnish has been obtained
before. Mr. Lowell believes that he
can Identify on his plates no less than
fifty-si- x
lines which had previously
from eye observations
been charted
alone. He seems to have demonstrated convincingly that the most puzzling
of the markings on the Martian surface are not products of the ImaginaKxcept for a
tion or optical Illusions.
bulletin or twit sent by cable, nothing
Is yet known of photographs taken In
the Andes by the expedition sent out
by Mr. Lowell.
These may not put
the doubling of the "canals," first anbeyond
nounced by Schlaparelll,
doubt. Still, should they fall to do so,
it may be ussumed that they will at
least tell the same story as the plates
exposed in Arizona. Whatever Interpretation may be put on the facts,
therefore, the genuineness of the network of lines on Mara Is not likely
hereafter to be questioned.
What these lines mean, of course,
is a matter of opinion. In applying
the name "canals" tu them, Schlaparelll was careful to say that he found It
the most convenient one which he
could use, but did not wish to commit himself by It use to any theory
as to the nature of the markings
themselves. Mr. Lowell has long held
that they represented narrow belts of
vegetation, made possible by IrrigaHe reiterates In "Nation systems.
ture" this belief, though apparently
without having obtained any new evidence that Mars Is the abode of "Intelligent, constructive life." Hence
the question whether Mars Is Inhabited or not Is left about where it has
been for several years. The notion
is plausible and captivating, and there
can be no greut barm in accepting It.
but such a chain of proof as would
usually be required In a court of law
to support an Important plea yet
to be forged.
Per-civ-

TERMH OP BCBMCHIPTIOM.
Daily, by mall, on year. In advance. . 15 00
u
Dally, by carrier, nne month
5
y . by mall, tine month
1v
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ONE OF OUt NEIGHBORS.

ok r.u'i ioN'.u.isM.

s

member of congress from Ohio
Inquire, "How Is the row between the
Taft people and the Foraker people
going to help the party In this state?"
and his question answers itself. Tho
party will not be helped by It, and
every day of the row adds to th party's embarranxnunls, and gives hear!
and zest to the opposition. If the
democrats were In their old form, and
had a Thurman or a Pendleton to lead
them, or a shrewd manager Ilka Calvin H. Ilrlce to pull their strings, they
would today be facing the prospect of
clover. And they may "land" a It Is1,
liven with a rich faddist Ilka Tom
Johnson as their principal asset Oiey
may be able to get away with a seriously divided opposition.
Hut the unfortunate state of affairs
In Ohio does not represent the sum
total of the party trouble at the pre,
nt time, not by a long shot. There
are a number of places In the country
where the situation Is fully as hope-- r
where It
km as It Is In thU territory,
Impossible
to
would be practically
build a platform which the two divisions could stand upon. In New York,
the outlook, never very clear. Is
cloudy now. and still thickening.
With Mr. Odell trying to manipulate
the Hughe boom to the disadvantage
of the Roosevelt followers, there Is
evidence that the old machine forces
are still busy. They have lost control of the general situation, but may
develop ome power for mischief.
The' care nothing for Governor
they may be able by
Hughes except
name to thwart here and
UMlng til
there the supporters of the president.
In New' Jersey the republicans
could profitably use a good deal more
otntrisnd
harmony than they nowRepealed victories have produced
4 Jealousies, and only tha
A

-
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"aotsd Tha policy of the' Eagle. -- S.tñta

method or the material
The masonry has been found Intact. The con
tract for the steel superstructure was
In responsible hands. There was no
suspicion of danger among the work
men who went down to death."

If Judge Parker Is
ential opposition that
ed, it Is no wonder
feels confident about
nomination.

.Fe Eagle.

renoc-Carefu-

the most influcan be suggestthat Mr. Bryan
the democratic

'

The people of two or three of the
New England states, and those of portions of Wisconsin and Michigan, are
complaining bitterly about the severe
drouth which is prevailing In those
parts.. They have our sympathies or
our congratulations,
just as they
choose, and It would also give, us
pleasure
to lend them Professor
Campbell's dry farming process. We
have no use for It at present.
It was well suggested at the meeting of the International Law association In Portland the other day that
progress In International law meant
diminished danger of war. The universal prevalence of law and Justice
among nations would mean the abolition of war. Surely, then, the rational course la to strive for Justice
as á means of obviating war. To demand the abolition of war as a means
of- - promoting Justice would be to put
the cart before the horse.
í

The number of prominent and Influential men from every section of
the United States now In attendance
upon the Irrigation congress at Sacramento, marks this as one of the most
notable events In the line of national
conventions. When it Is remembered
that all delegates to the congress are
obliged to bear their own expenses
without hope of subserving any private ehd or ambition, the high character of the men and the disinterestedness of their motives are apparent.
The expulsion of hundreds of Chinese coolies from Japan, as related in
a dispatch from Yokohama to the
New
Yotk Herald, Is an amusing
commentary upon the clamor recently raised by the Okuma
faction
against our exclusion laws and regu- latlons. It Is evident that the Japanincited the
ese labor organizations
action against the coolies, whose adauthormission had been officially
ized.
Their offense In the eyes of
the labor party was that they were
working for low wages. The Joke Is,
according to the Herald, that the provincial officials In compelling the contractors to dismiss this "Chinese cheap
labor" cited regulations promulgated
when Okuma was foreign minister
Okuma, who led the uproar agnlnst
our policy of exclusion!

Sonne Current

and
Duffy's Apple Juice, at

f

Uncle Sam Our

These Help

(Carlsbad Argus. )
The Territorial Bar association met
in Roswell last week. At this meeting
the president, A. B. Renenan, delivered
an address on the subject: "The Federal Policy Toiiching the Rio Grande
He reviewed
and Its Tributaries."
briefly the history of the irrigation
troubles of the Rio Grande and what
the government is doing in the valley. His conclusion Is that the federal policy, is one of destruction and
ruin not only to the people of the Rio
Grande, but of the tributaries, the Pecos included, ns well. He seems to
forget that International and interstate
troubles had stopped all progress
many years before the government
ever took any part. The fact Is the
situation had become so difficult that
the government was compelled to take
notice of It. The United States reclamation service succeeded in bringing
all parties to the International and Interstate troubles together, in the fall
Of 1904, and settled the difficulties to
the satisfaction of all. This agreement
has since been duly ratified.
The Rio Grande project will not settle all the disputes about water on
the Rio Grande. Hut the government
will eventually succeed In determining the lights on the river. When this
Is accomplished the Rio Grande valley will in fact prosper for the first
time. For hundreds of years the wonderful resources of the valley have
remain undeveloped on account of
uncertain titles to land' 'hud water.
These obstacles have been removed
and progress is certain.
The reclamation service will build
the first reservoir on the river. Flood
waters, stored, may be used at the
time they are needed and at a time
when the river is low. So, Instead of
finding fault with what Is being done,
the best interests of the, territory require that we all pull together In the
work of development of irrigation until every available drop of water is
put to beneficial use.
We need tho
friendship of the 'government In this
work. The reclamation service ha.
dealt liberally with Now Mexico.
Three projects have been approved,
others will be taken up us rapidly as
the funds will permit.
The federal policy, as shown In the
work of the reclamation service, promises well for the territory. Our fertile
soli and ideal climate needs only the
water to moke It the Eden of the
United
States. The strongest and
best friend we have to help us get the
water If- the government of the United
States.
'
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the Office.

UNAMATIC COST AND PRICE BOOKS,
LEDGER SYSTEMS.
STATEMENT
STAMPS AND SUPPLIES.
RUBBER
."Made in Albuquerque," by

II. S. LITIIGOW,
Journal

B.H.Briggs&Co

Bookbinder and Rubbcrjlanip makciFlwme 024.

DRUGGISTS.
of Alvarndo Pharmacy, Gold
Avenue und Flrat Street.
Highland I'hnrrnocy, Corner of Enat Central nnd Hrondwuy.

Building.

Proprietors

NOTICE FOR Prni.ICATION.
Department of the Interior, Land Office at

Hanta Fe, New Mexico, August 19, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Kplfanlo
of Albuquerque, N. M., hae filed notice
proof
of his Intention to make final five-yeIn support of lila claim, viz: Homestead entry No. 11.4(10, made May 10. 1907, for the
NWSi Beetlon 12, Township 10 N., Range 2
VV., and that said proof will be made before
ft. W. 8. Otero, United States Court Commissioner at Albuquerque, X. M., on October
6,

See

E. O. Price

Procrastination is a thief don't let him grah you, for he that fails to
invest his pavings in real estate at the right time and. place will eventually,
find himself swamped in the fogs of adversity. We now have some real
bargains to offer for cash on goodterma. The timo Is now and the place
good
is Albuquerque, the most beautiful town in the west, inhabited by
people, good churches, good schools, and tho most ideal climate on the faco
of God's green earth. If you wish to buy anything, sell anything, or rent
anything, see me at once, as "he that hesitates is lost already." .
t

SEE E. O. PRICE, 212 S. Second St.

1907.

He names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous residence upon, and cultiva
tion of, the land, viz: Cipriano Hanchez, of
Pajarito. N. M. ; Felipe Herrera, of Atrlseo.
N. M. ;
X. M.: Kllas Chavez, of Albuquerque,
Gabriel Chavez, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL, U. OTEitO,

TELEPHONE

8118.

lieglster.

HEAI I.KTTUCK,
FKKS1I CALIFORNIA
AXI)
tSWEICT
CORN
GRO
RICHEI.IF.U
MVF.KT POTATOKH.
CERY STORE, IIH V. JOI.O, I'HOXE ii:5.

( Al l. II LOW I K,

Mr. Business Man

DOS'T FOHflKT THAT tVR TARRY
THE I IN KMT LINE OK GROCERIES) IN
THIS SUCTION OF TUB COUNTRY. F. Ü
PRATT C CO.

common with every other merchant you want
customers who are liberal buyers.
You want customers who are willing to pay for
the articles on which you make a profit quality
articles so called,
The Morning. Journal's readers are that kind.
In using the advertising pages of the Morning
Journal you are sure of reaching more homes-ho- mes
which constitute the more responsive element of New Mexico than are reached by the
combined' dailies of the territory,
Don't take our word for it start an advertisement, and you Will be convinced,
In

'

1

autistic vicmtrc framing,
RKASONAM.K PRICKS. SHOW KM.
At

KKMMKIl STUDIO, 313

2

CKN-TKA-

L

-

AVI-

ItOSWK.IX Al'TOMOIIII.K CO.
Mnll and passenger line between Itciswell
N. M.. nnd Torrance. N. M., dally. Sunday
Included, conectlng with all trains on the
Itoclc Island and Hanta Fe Central Railroads.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m. Leave Torrance
on arrival of Hock Island train due at 2 a.
m.
Running time between the two points I
Meals furnished at Camp Ncedmore
hours.
free of charge. Kxcurslon parties accommo
dated by notifying the company two days In
advance.

The very twet of Kansas City Beef and
Mutton at EMIL KI.EIN WORT'3,
North

lit

Third street.

Pnl-Pln- to
Mineral Water curen and prevents HiltlousnesM. Ask your grocer for It

For prompt nnd court eons treatment nnd
the very rliolrest of meats you vt'll mr.ke no
mistake by colling on EMU, K..: INWOKT.
Hi North Third ttreet or telephoning your
order In.

THE RUSSIAN D0UMA
has not hern much of a success, and !
been rinsed liy order of the czur. He evidently la somewhat fearful Hint It will
arouse In the people n desire tor a more
form of government. Once you become
acquainted with the rlus of plumbing work
we do It will arouse In you a desire to entrust ns with your plumbing work. If you
want to be free from future annoyances entrust your plumbing contracts with reliable
and responsible parties. Let us furnlsb you
with an estlmnte.

Quier & Jeckell,

llli-er- al

Tor Fainting and Pajier Hanging.
First-clas- s
work guaranteed

Phone

Fourth

.108 N.

717.

St.

IEUIAL L.B. PUTNEY
Flour, Feed

FACILITIES

In

LOOSE LEAF LEDGERS,
SPECIAL MADE BLANK BOOKS,

Best Friend

I'g-li-l- i!

Established

1S7S

Wholesale Grocer.
and Grain. Agent

...

tor-Mitche-

1

Wagons.

Albnqtierqon

22

J

W.Stl)r A):

L. 'Bell Co.

Sew Mexico

E

It strikes the tvr-- that some f
the local railroad pi omitiera might secure valuaoli pointers by consult lug
J. J. Hagerman, the man who actually
did build a railroad into the valley
the only railroad we have. His experience and advice might solve the
problem. Roswell Record.
l

Woman Has Narrow Escape
From Being Run Over at the
We're a Poslofllit Ahead.
Santa Fe Station While ANew Mexico and Arizona keep grow,
ing. PostofHces have Just been estabttempting to Leave Train,
lished at Cliffs, Coconino county;
Klondykü,

e.

Rose's Raspberry Vinegar

'

LOCAL

Oruham county. In Arlzonu, and Buchanan, Guadalupe county, and Casa
Orando, San Miguel county, In New
Mexico.
Ranchltos in Rio Arriba
county, New Mexico, has been discontinued and the mall goes to Española,
but even with one discontinuance. New
Mexico Is still a postofilce ahead.
El Pumo Herald.
Now Kind of Pass.
pass has
A new kind of rallroud
been discovered on the coast lines between here and Albuquerque. A coon,
In euch hand,
carrying a
demands that the trainmen permit hint
to ride, and the boys never fall to recCoon passed
ognize the pass. Mr.
through Gallup bombarding t'm town
with his artillery. Indignant cltUens
responded to the salutations, but no
serious results were caused by the bat-tiThe latest reports state that he
Is still journeying, unmolested, toward
the sunny south. Wlnslow Mall.
Lightning Change Artist.
The Eagle opposed Joint statehood
from the rimt and there were three or
four other papers which opposed Jointure In New Mexico. The rest of the
papers wera for Jointure last year.
flopped
The New Mexican has alr-ad- y
and It may be expecte.l that all tho
"me too" papers will follow suit in
short order. It seems peculiar that n
great newspaper, fighting ior principle, like the New Mexican, should Hop
on a vital question Use this within a
week after the (naiigurntlon of a new
governor who favors singl statehood.
How embarrassing It must he for a
great editor to a y thle year tnat he
didn't know what h wnx talklnt M'ut
last year, and hjw very humiliating
It tn ml be for this accomplished and
erudite Journalist to bl obliged t in- -

Rose's Lime Juice,

'

jo---

It Is to be hoped that the Arizona
republicans will not commit themFairselves before Vice President
banks Is heard. Ulvo the Ice man a
ralr opportunity to be heard. Tucson
Star.

West End of Viaduct.

Club House Grape Juice,

is still bidding

Comment

er

Referring to that awful bridge disaster on the St. Lawrence, the New
"The collapse of
York World nays:
the great cantilever bridge on the St.
Lawrence was an accident without
parallel. A cantilever bridge In course
of construction Is by It nature a paradox of mechanic. It appears to violate the very law of gravity. Now
the
one has fallen and occasioned
most remarkable bridge disaster In
history. The bulk of a hundred fairly
big bridges, thrust fur otit over the
water, resting as It seemed on nothing, yet bearing the weight of railroad
trains and hundreds oí tons of material, sheared off bolt after bolt In Its
straining anchorage, snapped beam
and girder, and at last went down 180
feet Into the fiver, with men clinging
to It like file, beating tha water to
foam and the foam to mist. Nothing
like It was ever possible In the past;
anything Ilka it should be in future
Impossible.
Wi the fault with the

The evening paper at Albuquerque
for freé advertising In
the Dally Record. Most people In the
Pecos valley do not know thai there Is
any dally paper except the Morning
Journal published at Albuquerque
and we cannot afford to Introduce any
more competition. The Journal and
the New Mexican are the only daily
papers west of the mountains we can
afford to advertise. They spend most
of the time quarreling with each other,
and don't butt into our private scraps
evening paper
as the Albuquerque
does.
For instilnce, just as we had
the
harmonized
Newkirk
about
measly evening paper butted In last
week and tried to make the "Artesia
county" man believe he was being
abused and now the work of pacification must all be done over again.
.
Roswell Record.

r

Special net prices for cash before Mug deluded bj
big discounts. We offer special this week for cash or
payments.
.
.
Chairs, 50 cents and up.
Uedsteads, $1.0 and up.
Steel Couches, $5.00 and up.
Steel Springs, $2.00 and up. '.'
China Mattings, 15 cents and up.
Carpets, 25 cents a yard and up.
Art Squares, $3.50 and up.
Big stock and lowest prices. Window shades made
to order. We want your trade, cash or payments.

Bass Island Grape Juice,

"Mensly."

Sounded Onih'ons.
"Your father said something about
me staying so late In.-- : riiht, dldr.".
be .' asked the young man.
Hot Proamnion.
"Yes," replied the dear girl, "ho did
burning
by
say something, but I i'nn't know
name
'
belles
Cold cash
its
El
pockets.
In
people's
what
of
he meant. Ho said If you didn't
lots
holes
go home earlier hereafler there'd be
Paso Herald.
a kick coming from him." PhiladelLynch Hint.
phia Press.
The Santa Fe railroad Is not In the
It
had
laundry business, but this week
a washout on the line. (Contributed
by the office boy.)
El Paso Herald.

Crowley, Gila county; and

Futrelle Furn. Co.

For
Summer
Drinks

coc-nty-

When you clean up your Vacant lot,
clean It dp but don't Imagine that
you have done your duty when you
cut down the handsome wild flowers
which are probably growing there at
present, and leave the nasty scraps of
paper, old tin cans, and other filthy
relics of past ages, to offend the public eye and provoke the .public disgust.

i

Get the

l
What a IHiTt
estimates show that the
state of Pennsylvania paid three or four
times as much for furnishing the new
state capítol at Harrlybu":? as ought to
havi" been paid. It U not necessary to
go to the trouble of getting rstlmatts
en the public printing lor New Mexico.
Last year the New Mexico Printing
company printed the tax rolls tor the
modest sum of $1,580 and this year the
tax rolls were printed In the same) office for $127. This year the work was
let to the lowest bidder while last
year the same liberal method ns pur.
sued as was followed by the board of
.
county cominifsioners of this
Santa Fe Eagl.

A writer In the New York Herald
wants the United States to trade the
Philippines to Oreat Britain for the
British West Indies. But It used to
take two to make a bargain.

win ti

SEPTEMBER 5, 1907.
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If the Santa Fe company does not
at once proceed with the Improvements promised some months ago at
the locul station it Is likely to have a
damage suit on its hands, which will
make things Interesting.. As a proof
that passengers take their lives In
their hands when attempting to board
or leave late trains, an elderly lady
missed death or terrlh'e Injury last
night by about three Inches when getting off train No. 7. Passengers are
left to scramble o"er or under curs ns
best they can to get to the main platform. .The ladv in question, with a
to walk
number of others, started
across the track on which No. 8 Is
made up. Just as she crossed, nn
engine backed n baggage car down to
the day coach of No.
The woman
was thrown down and fi ll over on the
sidewalk outside the track, with her
body a few Inches from the wheels.
Her dress was caught under the wheel
and she . was extricated with extreme
.

i
Hard Wear
School Shoes
This is the best description of our line of School
Shoes for Coys and Girls,
They have extra strong
soles, leather counters,
full length vamps and reThey
inforced seams,

8

2

II
2

2

$1.00 lo $1.85

lo 2

91.25 to $2.2!

ur

2

2

2

lo 2

PLUMBING AND
HEATING COMPANY.
is

y

m

to

ft

THE SQUARE END OF IT

mm

your end of It when you deal with ns In
lumber, whether you want beams surfaced
one side or four; boards plain or board
planed, tongued and grooved; lath, shinnies,
or what not without knots or other defects.
If a slick of wood In this yard Isn't first
class wn tell you so, and charge you only
"seconds" price If you want tt at ail.
Is

Yours

$1.25 to I1.K5
$1.5

Tj IT"

,u

STANDARD

$1.75 In $2.50

to 13

13

''

price.

FOR BOYS.
8

TT"

1

fu

i

lo II
lo 0

1-

PRESSES, J. Korber & Co., N. Second

M to whera to go for your plumbing,
tet us enlighten you. If you want
broken water or ateam pipa fixed, nw
fixtures,
bathroom put In, or
furnace repaired, come to us. We do
new work oimtlet
ee aajr kind eC
repair. Our work la ngbt and ao are

nKmQf

FOR GIRLS.

HAY

IF YOU'RE IN THE DARK

wcar.longest, look neatest
and fit best,

dlffleul:--

Criminal negligence on the part of
the railroad employes came within an
ace of killing the lady.
When the first section of No. 9
rama In on the third track no break
was made In No. 7 to allow passengers to get through. Consequently
most of them had to walk buck the
full lenifth of the train between two
trains, in a space where It was bardy
possible to get along. They had to
mud and water and
walk through
dlmb In the darkness over the ladcarwhackcrs
and dodge the
ders of
torches of mechanics. A few walked
to the head of the train and managed
to scramble throujh the vestibules of
the head cars on No. 7. It Is more
than Inconvenient. It Is positively
a menace to the live of passengers,

LIGHTNING

y.

to $2.25

i

$1.75 tu $2.50
ev eMe

'lili,'

Xiw
x

J

fr

GAe

a square

deal.

H10 GÜANDE

LUMBER COMPANY
Third and Marquette. Phone 8

THt
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-
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num counterfeits are dangerous, n.s
the metals- used gives required weight,
and they are heavily gold plated.
When they have been in circulation
for a time the plating wears off, especially on the edges.
Tho most dangerous counterfeit of
coin is made of a composition of antimony and lead, the former metals predominating. These counterfeits
are
of the dollary have a fine appearance,
silver-plateare heavily
with fair
rims; some are only slightly below
the standard weight.
Some pieces among the smuller coins
are made of brass, struck from a die,
and when heavily plated are fair imitations. They lack required weight,
except In a few instances. Counterfeits of type metal, lead and other
compositions aie much lighter than
genuine; those having required weight
arc much too thick.
Genuine coins of all kinds for the
rake of gan are tampered with in various ways. These operations are confined almost exclusively to gold coins,
which are sweated, plugged and filled.
Sweating is removing u portion oC
tho gold from the surface of the coin.
The process does not interfeie with tho
ring and as the portion removed is
generally slight the coin is left with
a very fair appearance, wtlght only
being defective. Tho principal methods
of sweating are the acid bath, filling
the edges or reeding, the operator
rinding a profit In the small quantities
of gold removed
from numerous
pieces. The average reduction In valuo
of coins subjected to these processes
to
is from
Plugging is done by boring holes In
coin, extracting the gold and tilling
the cavity with a cheaper material.
Tho larger coins double eagles and
tuglea $0 and J 10 pieeeslare used for
this purpose. Holes are bored into the
coin from the edge or reeding,
the
gold extracted and he cuvity tilled
with a base metal. The small surface
of the plugging material, where it i
shown on the edge of tho coin, covered
with gold and reeding retouched with
a lile or machine. The average loss In
value to coins treated in this way is
Coins of
to
from
this kind are very dangerous, as they
are perfect in appearance, the edges
only having been tampered with.
Filling is most commonly done by
sawing the coin through from tho edge
or reeding, removing the Interior por
Hon and replacing It with a cheap
metal. Coins of all denominations
from quarter eagles to double eagles
are subject to this process. When platinum Is used to replace the gold extracted, the ccdn has the same weight
as genuine. l!y this process coins lose
fourfifths of their value, as the origi
nal surfaces are left only of paper
thickness.
Another method of filling Is sawing
the coin partly In two, from edge to
reeding, on one side, leaving a thin;?
and thick portion. The thin side of
tho coin is turned back and the gold
extracted from the center of thicker
portion. The cavity is tilled with base
meal and sides pressed back into original position an soldered or brazed together. It Is difficult to give average
loss to coins treated In this manner, as
hardly any two seem to havo the same
amount of gold taken from them.
For detecting counterfeit coin compare impress, size, weight, ring and
general appearance with the genuine
coin of same period and cómase. The
three tests of weight, diameter nnd
thickness should be applied, for It is
almost impossible for the counterfeit
to comply with these three tests without using genuino metal.

to communicate with the country In ordinances tn conflict herewith are hereby j
the vicinity of the storm renter. The repeated.
luly passed this third day 'of September.'
storm prevailed over a wide territory, 19(17.
.
no loss of life has as yet been reported.
Approved:
There was great damage to live stock
FRANK M'KEE, Mayor.
and growing crops.
Attest:

'

FIERCE BATTLE
Villi

III

HOGS

.sienna
PROSPECTORS KILL
F f VE- -T tJS K
-

(Seal.)

To be, ltiinpy
you mint have guml hnulth.
You can't havo
Ordinance No.
gout health If your liver Is not doing tt'i
ditty Bltw but suro poiBnninK Is Kotng en all An
providing for barrels and buckordinance
's
the timó umlcr suoh circumstances.
ets on the viaduct.
Herhlne makes a perfectly healthy
He It ordained by the City Council of the
liver keeps the stnmuch and bowels rlRlit City of Albuquerque. New Mexico:.
and nets as a tunic
llu! entire system.
Section 1. That six barrels having two
Sold by J. II. O ltielly Co.
'
three-gallo- n
buckets attached to each of
said barrels be permanently placed on the

393.

d,

.

B EASTS

Untamed Pork Unusual in New
Mexico Lordsburg
Field Is Prosperous,
A fierce battle between a parly of
prospectors and. a drove of savage
wild hoes occurred several days uro
just north of Klein's pass, in the
southern part of the territory, according to the story told by Dr. Fayette A.
Jones, the mineralogist, who returned
jeRterday from an extended trip
through the Lordsburg mining district. WUd hogs are almost unknown
in New Mexico, although they abound
in the mounlains of Old Mexico.
"The encounter was a savag'o one,"
said fr. Jones lust night. "When it
was over four or five of the hogs hail
been killed and others wounded, and
the prospectors were considerably
worse for the encounter. The wild
hogs were a vicious burn, of beasts,
with great long tusks and exceedingly
dangerous to meet.
"Mining conditions In the Lordsburg
field, as all over southern New Mexico, are excellent at present," said Dr.
Jones. "JSvrrywhero money is being
invested, development work is being
done ' and valuable ore is being shipped. Tho Lordsburg field is already
becoming a formidable rival of the
Silver City district."

one-tent-

one-eigh- th

BE VISIBLE IN

UUEBUE
Santa Fe Company Will Have
Startling Likeness of Titan of
Chasms on Big Bill Boards at
Stations,
The R;int:i 1'V rrihv" hns discovered a new scheme by which it will
and exploit the famous
advertise
(rand Canyon of Arizona in addition
to considera bio money now expended
in printing booklet ,nnd other litera-

ture abotit the canyon.
Huge billboards are to be erected
near the local depot, and at Gallup.
Las Vegas, Haton, Trinidad, La Junta
and all other principal points over the
Kvslcni. On each board will be paintlarge panoramic picture of the
ed
canyon as seen from the El Tovur

tr

viaduct.
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MIMXtt STOCKS.
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FRANK

.n
Bo

M

KI:E. Mayor.

Ordinance No. 395.
ordinance amending ordlnnnee No. SSB.
It ordained by tho City Council of the

,

Commercial
American Saglnatv
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t
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Atlantic

tostón Consolidated

tlngham
lllack Mountain
Butte Coalition
Cumberland Ely
Centennial .. .. ,
Calumet and Arizona
Copper Rango
Oenn Arizona
Davis Daly
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u
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201411
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Approved
FRANK

1

Attest:
(Seal.)
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4

2,1

B7
9
11
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(reene

Milting
wind and rain storm, with frlghtfui Michigan
Mohawk Milting
appearing electric flashes, passed over Nevada
Consolidated
Fort (laines late last night. Wire North Jlutto
communication with t he place was Nlplaslng
completely cut off and it Is impossible Old Dominion
hotel.
Osceola .. ,
the
The board to be placed near
'
I'anott Mining
C.T.lU;il CAN UK (TItKI).
local depot Is already being painted
Qulncy Mining
by a well known local painter, who.
4 Vi
4
W
Rhode Island
to complete the Job. has employed a Kill lite Germs bv Urcatlilng llj'-- o
2
2 V itr
Sania Fe Copper ..
iitel.
(.Ivts
Quick
Itelicf.
14
exin 14'4
Shannon
number of extra assistants. It is
Many people who have suffered Superior and Pittsburg
n 14
pected that the Albuquerque work of
75 fit 80
art will be completed and ready to be wllh catarrh for years naturally feel Tamarack
that the disease cannot be cured, and Trinity
lfi'.ft 17
set tin within a month.
Copper
ti2V'ii r.:ui
Culled
b
discouraged.
nmit
The reproduction of the Titan of
4:1
ii 4:ii
Consolidated
Their failure to get relief is due to I'tall
Chasms is to be made so realistic that
III
Wolverine
i14R
ü
the passer by will Involuntarily get the fact that they have not used tho Victoria
right emedy. Catarrh is an affection tide Royale
a grip on something to keep from fallIH14M 17
lungs,
tho
and
and
head,
of
throat
v
10
tn
ing in. To add the last alluring touch
Clobe Consolidated
'i
1
f
Raven
a fair feminine figure will be shown cannot be cured by stomach dosing.
The only scientific and natural
in perilous proximity to the verge of
l,
the abyss, with a party of sightseers tre Union! for this disease is
Ordinance No. 392.
gazing in awe at the bottomlessness. which Is breathed through a neat An ordinances providing for trash boxes In
po
healing
so
that lis
ket Inhaler,
The likeness of the canyon will be
the alleys and fixing the size of tho boxes.
placed In such a prominent position medicated air reaches the most
Re It ordained by the City Council of the
kills all catarrh germs, City
that all passengers on trains cannot
of Albuquerque, New Mexico:
I
an
mucuous
membrane
restores
tho
help seeing it, and at night It will be
Section 1. Tbnl no wasio paper, trash,
to
a
lungs
nrfd
not.o,
the
throat
of
lor,
lit
refuse or debris of uny kind shall bo
brilliantly Illuminated with' electric
thrown or deposited In or upon tho streets or
lights.
Helow the picture, in letters hctllhy condition.
is the only cure for ca- alleys of Hie city of Albuquerque.
so that be who runs may read, will
Section 2. That hoxes of tho following ditarrh that has ever been sold with the mensions,
be some Interesting statistics regardand no larger, 20 inches In width,
ing the dimensions of the biggesi hole understanding that it was to cost abso.
length and 4 feet in depth, with
feel
In the ground.
It is understood that lulely nothing unless it cured. .1. 1. a solid cover for Iho samo may be placed In
In this way
these statistics will not be furnbhed O'Keilly Co. sell
alleys directly In the rear of tho abut- the
and are always ready to refund the ling lots by the owners or occupants of tne
by Captain John Hance.
money if it does not relieve and cure un lit nluitllng lols lo be a receptacle for all
waste paper, trash, litter, refuse und decatarrh.
!
The healing and anllseptlc balsama bris.
Section 3. Any person violating any of
perform their purposn
of
PHONEY COINS
be
to perfection, nnd by using this rem- the provisions of this ordinance shallupon
deemed gullly of a misdemeanor and
edy for a few times each day, you can conviction
sum
bo
in
fined
the
shall
soon cure yourself of any catarrhal f not less thereof
than S nor more than S50 or
troubles.
Imprisonment
for a period of not less
I".
outfit conslst-inV- if than 5 days nor moro than M days or hy
A complete
HOW THEY ABE
and an In- boih such line and Imprisonment at the disn bottle of
haler cot;t but 11.00. J. II. O'Klelly cretion of tli'j court.
a"
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Section
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All ordinances and parta of
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City Clerk.

(Not Coal T.and.)

2

Lot

V.

KKK. "Mayor.

R ATION.
N4Tlf'H I'4R PI
Department of tho Interior, Land OITIco al
19, 1907.
August
M.,
N.
Fe.
Santa
Notice Is hereby given that Ambrocln

you arc not advertising in the Morning
LOSING
not saving money.

If

N. M., has
Sanchez, of Old Albuquerque.
tiled nollco of his Intention to mnko final
tfu
five-yea- r
7
proof In support of his claim, viz:
loo (a inn i Homestead Kntry No. 7.100. mado July 2,
' Si' 12 '4 1902, for tho SE14 Section 14, Township ,1N,
3 Vi tl'
3 ', j Rango
proof will be
12W, and that slili(
H
7
H
made heforo H. W. H. Otero. United State.
12
H 1214 Court Commissioner
N. M.,
at Albiniucrquo,
' ' '.
li'.i
tt 70 on October G. 1907.
11
to provo
lll'ilu"
He names tho followlnir'wltnesses
61 t lit 6.r,
his continuous residence upon, and cultilVtli 8
vation of, tho land, via: Feliciano Chavos,
29 4 I'resbtto Chave,
Salvador Raca, Magdalene
2!i'.t 14(7
1 06 S
Liaca, all of Old Albuqiierquo, N. M.
MANUAL, R. OTF.RO.
.
lililíM 15
88
89
Register.

fPiíi'
loAjii

East Rutte
liranby

Ü

HARRY

4'

M

Ifl

Albuquerque and vicinity homes where the Morning Jour
nal is so popular that it has a circulation in excess of the
combined dailies of New Mexico.

1907.

17
9

i

.t

--

t

When your advertisement is inserted in the Morning Journal
half of the work is done. The seed of success is sown. And
it goes into a fertile field
the most representative homes of

New Mexico:

The following Hoston quotations are furSection 1. That section. 1. of ordinance!
nished by F. Oruf & Co., brokers, over their o. 35ii be Bmended by striking out llio
own private wire to Albuquerque,
N. M., word "quarterly'' wherever It may appear
September 5, 11107.
In said section and inserting In lieu thereof
Amalgamated Topper
the word "monthly.
II i 7
47
Anaconda
to 47".
Section'2. This ordinance shall hu In force
Aliones, asked
from and after its passage.
!i
ifu
Arcadian
Duly passed thla third day of September,
Arizona

' ,! o

i"
o

synonymous with conscientious, painstaking,
service. Service mark you-- for
when a Morning Journal solicitor is sent for he represents an organization
that will help you plan a campaign, write, illustrate, and set all
advertisements an organization that will sec that your advertisements arc placed in suitable positions that, in
short, will help you in every way to make your advertising &
mighty factor in making money for you.
It is

HARRY F. I.KK, City Clerk.

City of Albuquerque,

t

newspaper.

:

(Scjil.)

!

Advertising in.the Morning Journal has a far broader, deeper,
more satisfactory meaning than in any other New Mexico

,

Approved:

,

:

.1

What the SVlorning Journal Does for Advertisers
and How It Does It.

Issued under this ordinances
In
the first day of the calendar month
which the, same may be Issued,
Section 2. All ordinances and parts of
ordinances In conflict herewith are hereby
repealed.
Duly passed this third day of September,

Attest

(lit

,

i

Sent

Ciinnilierluin's Contli limit-il- r
One of Hie
lies! mi tl, .Market.
many years Chamberlain's CohkIi
rteniedy has constantly gained In favor, and
popularity until It Is now one. of the most
staple medicines In use and has an enormous
sale. It Is intended especially for acute
throat and lunif diseases, such as coughs,
colds nnd croup, and can always be depended upon. It Is pleasant nnd safo to
take and is undoubtedly the best In tho market for the purposes for which it is Intended.
Sold by all druggists.

t it

vt

of the accident from that published
Attest:
yesterday. The later version of the
HARRY F. I.KK, City Clerk.
(Seal.)
affair is that Pugan had been sent to
Ordinance No. 394. ;
the round house with instructions to
bring back a. heavy piece of iron, be- An ordinance fixing tho amount of gamb,
ling license.
ing told to bring it back on a truck,
He It ordained by the City Council of the
as It was too heavy for him to, carry.
New Mexico;
of Albuquerque.
It proved too heavy, and Pugan was CitySection
1.
That all Rambling licenses
pushing tho car back toward the sta- which
may hereafter be Issned up to and
tion when In the shadow he failed to Including December 31. 1907, shall bo Issued
perceive a string of cars backing to- at the rate of 2"i.0t) per month, payable
ward him. The rear car hit tho road before said license Is issued, for each table
machine and things were badly pied or game. That said license snail continue
up, resulting In a crushed hand and unit be In full force, and effect to January 1.
some painful bruises for the cull boy. 190S, and no longer, and that all licenses
shall be dated

one-sixt- h.

Co.

Section 2. That tt shall be the duty of
the sircet commissioner to place the barrels,
tho viaduct and to keep the said barrels
securely and permanently fastened on said
viaduct, and to keep said barrels filled with
water at nil tlmvs. .
on

hi ease f fire on the
viaduct any and all persons are authorized
to use the buckets nnd water In extinguish-- 1
ing said flic.
i
Section 4. That anyone nio'csting or Interfering with the said barrels, buckets or
water, or who breaks, removes or destroys;
Boy Injured in Gallup Yards the said barrels or buckets or who shall
wrantonly removo the water from said barsha'l tie deemed ftullly of a inlsile- He Had Been,
to rels
meanor and shall upon conviction be fined
In a stun of not less than flvu dollars nor
Roundhouse After Something more than twciiiy-flvdollars or by Imprisonment for a period of nnt.less than five
twenty-fiv- e
days, or by
loys
nor
more
than
and Was Run Down,
al tho
both such fine and Imprisonment,
'
of the court.
Section fi. All ordinances and parts of orFrank Dugan, the call boy injured dinances in conflict herewith are hereby rein the Gallup yards and brought here pealed.
Duly passed this third day of September,
for treatment at the local hospital, It vim.
Approved:
Is understood, tel's a different story
FRANK M'KEi:. Mayor.

Helvetia
Had Storm In (Georgia.
Atlanta, Oa., Sept. 4. A blinding Kcewenaw

MB

ft

HARHV F. 1.EK. CJty Clerk.

Journal, you are

Morning Journal advertising is good for your competitors,
and it would be good for you.

........

Don't argue!
Don't inferí
Try it!

NOTICK toft PI IH ICATION.
Department of tho Interior, Ijind Office nl
Santa Fe, New Mexico, August 19, 1907.
Notice Is hereby given that Virgil Sparks,

I as filed notice of
N. M-of Albuquerque.
his Intention to make final uunmutatlon
proof In support of hla claim, vis: Home-sea- d
Kntry No. 8.706, mado December 1.
1905. for the SK',4 Section 2d, Township 10
N. Rango 3 K, and that said proof will be
made before H. W. 8. Otero, United Mtates
Court Commissioner at Aihuqucrquo, N. M..
on October 5, 1907.
Ho names the following witnesses to prove
his continuous resldenco upon, and cultivation of, Iho land, viz.: Allan II. Roue, Mar-garitAldereto, Kdwntd F. Otero, Manuel-It- a
Swope, all of Albuquerque.
MANUEL R. OTKRO.
Register.

Cbejflbuquerque liioriiiiigjotirnal

NOTICK I OR PI HI. R ATION.
Land Office at
Department of tho lntei-ior- ,
Santa Fo. Now Mexico, August 19, 190?.
Notice. Is hereby given that Juan Anto-

nio Uuriile, of Old Albuquerque, N. fi'., has
filed notice of bis intontliMi to makn final
Dve-yeproof In support e his claim, viz.:
Homestead Kntry No. 11, 4M, made May 15,
1907, for tne n vi fW'i, Mi '4 KWVl HWV4i
S K 14 Sec. 12. Township
1ft N, Range 2 W. and
that sab ' proof will be madi betom II. W. W.
l
I
nl
Otero,
lit Stiites Court Commissioner a.
Albuquerque, N. M , on October 5, 1J07.
He names tho following witnesses to pmvs
Ills continuous residence upon, and Cultiva
tlou of. ttoo land, viz: Cipriano Sanchez, of
Pularlto. N, M. : Felino Herrera, of Atrlseo,
N. M.:
N. M.: F.llai Chavez, of A lltuqueritllO,
liubrlel I'havez, of Albuqiitrquo, N. 'M.
.k
MANI EL K. tiTBRO,

SEX

'flrriV''- -

.Ileglster.

II1IED0UI

2M 2j lm
I
Mejcico
Uhe Future Railroad Center of

jl

Sweating, Plugging and Filling
Among the Little Tricks by
Which Countci feiter Makes
Hazardous Living, v
Vlf- pi.'OJih' hnvo bet-n- ,
AllllllUOI(lUO
(luring
tlnil.ril on Hovoral orcimloim

tho last few tnnntlis with counlrrfMl
a count.fr-ft-ltcoins and nuy,
anil his dutllt were 'cup! tired ii'
The tollow lnn
a hotel In this' oily.
pointers on the, way the phoney rush
artlxt makes hln preeitrloun living are
'
of Interest:
Tito most (Jungi'iotiM counterfeit" nro
Klruek from a (11c ami are usually Imitation of Bold eiiltr.' 'Mold of various kinds irur exietisivl5'usi'(l liut
c iikIph. $20
ued for
ad tJO piei'iiH,ro areInferior
to
eiiunterft lU n niHilc
die.
with
a
those mnl
In counterfeits mudo from a mould
lettorlntr, milling and reedlim ato
ti'li.illy poor, weight very defective;
the eiilitM lack the Miarp and clear cut
Mont
of genuine, coin.
Hipearane
roiiiitorfoit Hilver coin In circulation
ore from molilH, an It lx an Inexpensive
form of counterfeiting.
Home fair
HpeiiniettM havo hoen produced In thin
way, but usually they are much lighter
than the nenulne, and If of required
weight dlrfer In diameter or thickness,
aya the Counterfeit Uetoct-orViirloiiM mollis atu used hy counterfeiters, principally platinum, Hilver,
cupper, brass, antimony, aluminum,
mine, type metal, lead and their numerous compositions,
A too n tí the ntn.-- t tlangeroUM
countei.
felts of gold coin are those of a
composition-o- f
.gold, allver and copper. They Art a low grade gold, nnd 1
acid test nhows they lack the llncness
of standard gold used by the lrnltei
HtateH Mint, which Is .900 line. I'latl- cr

i

c

C,..

3

JSietv

OF THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RAILWAY. THE NEW CITY OF BELEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, U. M.f IS AT
LOCATED ON THE BELEN CUT-OF- F
LEADING EAST ANO WEST FROM GALVESTON AND CHICAGO TO SAN FRANCISCO AND LOS ANGELES,
THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LlfES OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM
FROM THE NORTHERN STATES TO EL PASO, TEXAS, AND THE REPUBLIC OF MEXICO.

The Helen Uobyn and Improvement Company
uxcexroftATBQj

ot
streets and avenues, mw In the business
the owncfs of the üclen Townsitc, consisting of 1000 Business and Residence Lots, size 25x142 feet, fronting upon CO and
Fe
Railway
&
is
Company
Depot
Topeka
now grading (ts extensive depot grounds
Atchison.
The
Santa
Grounds.
Fe
directly
and
upon the Santa
Railway
center oí the new city
Harvoy eating Houso,; round house, coal
freight
miles
passenger
and
traffic.
immense
of sido track) to accommodate its
yard limits 800 feet wide and a mile long (capacity of 70
chutes, water tanks, machine shops, etc.
.:
.: .
.
.
.
.....
.
.
..
.
.
THE CITY OF BELEN has a population of louüi and several large Mercantile Houses, the bcicn ratent rioner muís with its lou üarrcis a day capacity, winery, eic. it is uit
wuui( wiitdii m lo. ui;ans, nay and trim in New Mexico, rrom us ocation UDon ino crcat trunK mo caam.z norm, souin. casi arid west, lo a
largest snipping poiru tnr nucir.
4
J
.
4mirtP ti, II ri'lft ill Wi iftik OfJrwt ti
points in the United States na Mexico its futuie growth as a Commercial point cannot be éstimalcd. All fast limited, mail, express anA rftrUt
t
i
ii
Belen has a $16,000 public sc- iuu
n Coast. The waTor
Chicago, KAfKAs
ouu.
ua
iwu u uiu ub i a i,u
n vti Is good and climate unsurpassed.
'
lUl UUU City, Galveston and the r3r
I
newspaper and a good hotel. Tho lots ofrercd are low In prices and terms easy. On third of pur- ciub, three hotels, restaurants, etc. It needs right now a good
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with interest at 8 per cent per annum. Titje perfect and warranty deeds given.
chase money cash;
tome early IT you wisn 10 secure me cnoice khs. rcr lunner pa'iicuiars unu prmes ui mis uau m yuiiuu ui who iu
70-fo-

Are
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The Belen To?i and lílproveméaí Company
JOHN HECKBH. Vresideni
mJ

fan
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CROSSES RIO

GRUI

THE IDEAL SHOE STORE

ARE YOU GOING SHOPPING

HERE

LEON' HEKTZOG, Mgr.

We Shoe

1907.

OF SHEEP

FAREtlTS TAKE NOTICE ARfil Y
Now tlutt achool lit about to begi n,
children need good ntronjr shoos. Our
whool kIiocb are made lu Maori the
rough uNitge tlutt children give thorn.
Our guarantee room with every imir.
will give a hpeclal discount of 10
Ior eent on alt of our school shoes for
Friday and Saturday only.

fJSORNlNG

and Clothe the Feet. SEVEN THOUSAND

218 West Central Avenue.

this fall for the lowest priced

BAAS

ON BARELAS

clothes you can find?

BRIDGE

Oreare.

,;

you going to get .the very best

-

Eight Thousand More .Will ArE. X. Rich, wife and daughter have
LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST returned from Estancia.
rive Today and Last Division
Charles Mormon, of Los Angeles,
arrived In the city last evening.
Tomorrow; Sheep in Fine
V. F. Miera, a merchant of Cuba,
THE WEATHEK.
X. M
peni yesterday In the city.
Condition,

thimUor- your money?
-

'

'

'

fofj will probably get what

!

and you'll find

you look for,

Joseph Hlbo, u prominent merchant
hours ending
of Bernalillo, arrived In the city last
at 6 o'clock yesterday afternoon:
some awfully cheap clothes for
The vanguard of the 23,f)0(l sheep
Maximum temperature. 94; mini- night.
being
Itoswell,
overland
driven
from
mum, 53; northeast winds; cloudy.
'
Attorney K. H. Hanna, of Santa Fa
sale.
was in the city yesterday on legal X. M., to the Salt Klver valley, near
Phoenix,
Ariz.,
passed
across
the
Last month we furnished eleven homes in this city, complete
business.
Harelas bridge yesterday in charge of
top to bottom. Our customers did not have to go out of our
from
Attorney O. X. Marrón went to eight men. The body consisted
of
You'll find some mighty good
Kluewater, X. M., yesterday morning 7,000 of the finest looking sheep that
store for a single article. Each one of these sales is a standing adIn the event that you should not re- on legal business.
reive your morning paper telephone
have passed through Albuquerque for
vertisement for us. If you are thinking of furnishing a house,
the 1'oetal Telegraph Company, givingones, too; the kind that are
F. A. Cother arrived In the city last some time.
either complete or partially, let us give you the names of the parties.
name and adlresa and the paper will
night and registered at the Alvarado
At daybreak yesterday morning the
be delivered by a special messenger.
Call on them look at the furniture,, and get the prices.
Find out
sheep
began
South
Africa.
from
moving
mesa
down
the
Telephone 39.
than they cost.
better
why we sold them in direct, open and fair competition. Then we'll
camp,
from
the
three
of
miles
north
a
at
meeting
apeelul
Elks
held
The
the city, and about 10 o'clock they
get your business that's what WE want.
their rooms last night, discussing busi- caene
They are Hart Schaffner &
down the road Just south of the
ness pertaining to the lodge.
Our plan Is to furnish credit any way desired, consistent with an
city limits, and crossing the Santa Fe
J. W. Koss, a well known cattle tracks
enterprising,
business. To sell only good goods at very
continued due west, and across
Marx make; and we sell them.
Fore.t Parker, of Gan;ido, Ariz., Ar- grower of Socorro county, was a visi the bridge.
reasonable prices.. We want your business on that basis only.
rived in the city yesterday from Cali- tor in Albuquerque yesterday.
A large crowd of men, women and
fornia.
H. J. Stone, of the Learnard and children gathered along the road from
They'll pay you a good profit
returned the terminus of South Third street to
Atmistant I'nlted Slates Attorney K. Lindemann music house,
'
the bridge to watch the huge body of
I
Medler left yesterday morning for yesterday from a southern trip.
on your money.
The Santa Fe wrecking crew was sheep go by. Quite a number carried
Santa Fo.
Rugs.
to cameras and many pictures were
night
Furniture, Crockery,
to
called
Bernalillo
last
Blk.
A boy was born yesterday to Mr.
taken of the moving mass of wool.
place three box curs on the track.
and MrM. Howard lilalr, of 219 tí run-H- e
division
morning
of
This
another
Attorney Harry Dougherty, of Soavenue.
corro, arrived
In Albuquerque lait about 8,000 sheej will cross the HarWalter Curd leaves this evening for night and is a guest at the Alvarado. elas bridge, keeping one day behind
the first body, and tomorrow morn
Paducah. Ky.. where he will spend a
The Lombard! Theatrical company ing tho remainder, about 8,000, will
month's vacation.
DRINK PILSENER BOTTLED BEER
through
early
passed
city
this
the
Jack Glover, of Oakland, Cal., is In morning en route to California on a cross the bridge.
The sheep-- after getting on the
the city calling on old friends. Mr. special train.
AtrlHoo side of the river,
take the
(lover formerly lived here.
Jesse French, of this city, who has road leading southwest and follow it
Timothy D. Haca ami Juan M. do- been
was to a point near Rio Puerco. The caraworking
at
Estancia.
me, of Helen, were In Albuquerque brought home this week, very 111. He van of sheep is traveling at an average
on business matters yesterday.
Is at St. Josetih's hospital.
of ten miles a day, but on bad days,
Juan M. Gomez, manager of the
A. when the roads are muddy and rain
D. J. McCoy, S. A., McCoy.
F.
Sunset hotel In Helen, transacted busi- Morrisette, F. L. Hill and W. W. Ha- Is threatening the rate is considerably
ness In Albuquerque yesterday.
ley, all connected with the' Eastern lessened.
Mr. W. H. Scott, one of the owners,
Manager J. A. Hubbs, of the Twenty-sev- Railway of Xew Mexico in constructhe transfer of the
annual fair, left yesterday tion near Helen, arrived in Albuquer- superintended
for Kocky Ford, Colo., on fair busi- que last night to attend the Initiation sheep from the mesa to Atrinco, and
Telephone 482 and Wagon Will Stop at Your House.
personally after the
will
look
also
ness.
ceremonies of the Albuquerque lodge he
ffilonel I. K. H. Sellers has left on of Elks. They will return home to- two later movements.
Concealment or I'ubllrlty Which ?
a business trip to Canon City, Colo., day.
Ilopplty Hop.
enterprises may be roughly
Business
where he has extensive real estate and
by
you
The Knights of Columbus held an
getting
the
barely
around
Are
Just
classed aa those which will prosper, from
other Interests.
Inleresling meeting last night, at aid of crutvhea or a cane? Unless you have publicity, and those which will not
will prosper
No very reputable business
Mrs. Ren Hlbo, wife of the well which it was decided to put on three loat a limb or have a deformity If your
trouble la rheumatism, lumbago, sprain, stiff from concealment and secreVy. No worthknown merchant of Hlbo, X. M., left decrees on Sunday. October 6, Just Joints,
111!
Í
prosper
une
from the
to
fall
like
will
of
nature
or
anything
business
while
for her (Tome last night after a two before the fair. A class of from sixty
Know l.lnlment and in no time you right sort of publicity.
to one hundred Is expected to take can throw
days' ' Islt in the city.
advertisers
away your crutches and be as
not
are
About well as anvone. Trices 2Cc, 50c and $1.00.
are. Burglars should prefer
Mrs. John O'ftrien left yesterday the degrees at that meeting. night's
last
merchants adequate
Hold by J. H. O'ltlclly O).
adequate concealment
morning for her home In Xenia. Ohio, fifty persons attended
publicity.
All kinds of coal and wood.
eeeompnnled hv her little daughters, meeting.
I
It !).: hit n announced that its. a reMarguerite and Helen.
ASSORTMENT
(HOICK
A
TARRY
WE
e
sult f i Hitions sent In to tho
New Stock
Received
Vincent May. regent of the Agricul
OF iROCKRIKH AMI KK'MKMKIl IMAM
railway
regular
department
tural college nt Mesilla Park, was In mail service
HAS NO KQUAI,. I'HONK YOI'R OKOKK
on
is
to
established
be
AM) BK CONVINCED. 118 W. (10I.D AVK-Mthe cltv yeslerdav, accompanied ov' ilhe Santa Fe Central
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
at the
without delay.
FHOXE 33.
Captain c: III. of Las Cruces.
Manager Grlmshaw has reGeneral
left
Kouls Ilfeld ami Julius Staab
PHONE 4.
ceived a notice to this effect from S.
yesterday for Santa Fe to attend the P. Taft, superintendent of the railway
II
100 If. First"
wedding of Max Xordbaus and Mr. mall service in Washington.
rteadquarter for
Staab's slslcr, Miss llertha Staab.
I First Street J Ma.rque.tte Avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico 2
Navajo Hlankcts and
Allen, chief lineman of the
Richard
Po1,
Degree
of
Anona Council No.
am dexlean iiooda.
coast lines, who was lniured
Fe
Indian
Santa
ANTHRACITE
all sites.
cahontas, will hold a regular meeting near Gallup some weeks ago, and was
tonight at 8 o'clock. Lunch will be brought here for treatment at the loMORNING JOfRNAI, WANT AD8
AMERICAN BIAKK.
served after the business meeting.
BIUNO RESULTS
cal Santa Fe. hospital, was sent to Los
MII.I.WOOIl.
Mrs. I'baldo Sanchez, Mrs. J. II. Angeles this week, where he will be
Sanchez and small sisters left yester- placed In the Santa Fe hospital there.
CRA1GE
The
HINDI. l.Mi.
day for Santa Fe, where the children The change was made so that the InARNOLD'S BEST FLOUR
will he placed In school for the winter. jured man might be near his wife and
JIOINTA1N WOOD.
Trouble Acquired in Kaiser's
C. Armljo,
cashier of llnmjn' family.
Albuauerque's Finest
There was rather an exciting runShoemaker mid
bank at Iiia Cruces, left last night for
Legions Finally Causes the First-clas- s
his home after spending the day here away on .North Fourteenth street yesEuropean Hotel.
til ft F.N" FltONT. 105 XOIITH FIKST. W. L. TRIMBLE & COMPANY
when the hnr"
cn roule to Las Cruces from Santa Fe. terday afternoon
Death of Charles Heisch, a
None better at any price.
bv Mrs. Rosenfleld, frighten"d
A called meeting of the todies' Aid driven
which was rngln
LIVERT, FEED A.Nil LIVERY STABLES
Avenue.
Silver
society of the First M. K. church will by the windstorm
Local Old Timer,
at that time, broke loose from the
First Class Turnouts at
Large Sack
$1.50
be heid In the church parlors this
Half Block from Santa Fe Depot
where he was hitched and did a
Rensonabl'j Rates.
at .1 o'clock. A full attend- post
E.
GEORGE
road.
ELLIS.
Pron.
L':40 stunt .nit to the Mountain
Telephono
3.
Is
North
Second
desired.
ance
Street.
Small Sack
.75
The buggy was badly damaged, and
Charles Heisch, for the last twenty-tWalter Connell. of the firm of Hutt- the -- anopv turned Inside on. The
Albuquerwo
years
yesof
a
resident
ing & Connell. of Los Lunas, left
horse w n cauorht and brought bacrf que, died at his residence, 315 West
Fine Registered Angora Bucks
M ILL OPEN HEPTEMBEit 8,
terday, accompanied by hN family, for without diflicuity.
Hunlng avenue, yesterday morning of
In
a
time
short
spending
York,
New
tuberculosis. The deceased Is surAlbuquerque en ro'.'te.
me high grade and registered
f have
vived by a widow and two children, a
Burks for sale, ranging In age from eighteen
About twenty people from Albudaughter.
son
and
witAlbuquerque Cash Grocery
.
querque, mostly railroad men.
jmonlhs to four years. Also some high
A
Cold Soda
Mr. Heisch came to Albuquerque In In the Woman's Club Building.
we" grade and registered does. Price given on Pure Drugs.
n
the
nessed
corner
S
h 5 opening a saluon at the
In. B. MrCHABI,
30 per year of 36 appilrutlon.
Tuition
Avenue.
dance" given by the sle(a Indians at
Homer H. Ward, Manager
A Full Line of Toilet Articles
Company,
Kan Murrlsl, New Melre.
of Third street and Central avenue, Oold
their pueblo yesterday afternoon.
of nine weeks, payquarter
per
weeks;
$7.50
runbakery.
managing
a
After
later
AND
SFXOND
GOLD
Citizenship papers have Just been
3IS W. Marble-Pho- ne
203
ining the bakery for some years he able In advance. Miss Philbrlck will bo at
STRICTLY SANITARY
n
granted to William Dunbar, the
was appointed Instructor in cooking Kindergarten all day. Saturday, Septum-be- r UP TO DATE
BARBER
Kstancla.
of
SHOP,
Scotch sheeoman
school by Superinat the local Indian
7.
Mr. Dunbar, who was horn In Glas105 North Kirnt Street.
tendent ('rale-- .
gow. Scotland, has been In this coun
F.
IHiring the last fow years he has
Everything carefully sterilized.
I
try for ton. years
spent considerable lime In prospect- Liquid Head Rent.
sell
the
Harnean,
Saddlery, Leather,
Saddle,
among the Sandias.
A stated communication of Tempi
RcDOt t OÍ MUider CcTUSeS
and mining
3 ling
.,
...... .. . .1
1, A IlitflQ ,M A U(k, 111
rinding,
n , 1.
I' I n U.
F.
PAGEL,
Lodge v., fi A F. and A. m. will b"
Proprietor.
iii'riiiiin nf, in ,,,nn,
be
buying
our gooda and CONTRACTOR and BUILDER
a
to
called.
Before
physician
had
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